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April 2, 2019 
 
Ms. Lauren Swift 
Sound Transit 
401 S. Jackson St. 
Seattle, WA 98104 
 

 
Re: West Seattle and Ballard Link 

Extensions Project Scoping 
 
Dear Lauren Swift: 
 
On behalf of the American Waterways Operators, the national trade association for the U.S. 
tugboat, towboat and barge industry, thank you for the opportunity to provide scoping comments 
on the proposed projects to extend Sound Transit’s light-rail service to West Seattle and Ballard.  
The U.S. tugboat, towboat and barge industry is a vital segment of America’s transportation 
system. The industry safely and efficiently moves over 760 million tons of cargo each year, 
including more than 60 percent of U.S. export grain, energy sources, and other bulk commodities 
that are the building blocks of the U.S. economy. The fleet consists of nearly 5,500 tugboats and 
towboats, and over 31,000 barges. These vessels transit 25,000 miles of inland and intracoastal 
waterways, the Great Lakes, and the Atlantic, Pacific and Gulf coasts. Tugboats also provide 
essential services including ship docking, tanker escort, marine construction, and bunkering in 
ports and harbors around the country. 
 
In 2017, the combined economic impact of Washington’s maritime industry was nearly $38 
billon, with a direct revenue of over $17 billion. The state’s maritime industry drives job creation 
and enhances job preservation throughout the region. Over 70,000 Washingtonians are directly 
employed in the expanding maritime sector with an average salary at $65,150. The maritime 
industry supports an additional 190,000 jobs throughout Washington. 
 
Sixteen AWO member companies are headquartered in Washington, and over a dozen others 
operate tugboats and barges on Washington waters. AWO members operate tugboats and barges 
that regularly transit the Lake Washington Ship Canal (LWSC) and the Duwamish Waterway, in 
some cases with barges in tow. Additionally, AWO members operate shipyards and terminals 
along the LWSC and the Duwamish Waterway and rely on other Seattle shipyards and marine 
industrial service providers for vessel construction and maintenance.  
 
These towing vessels serve the entire region by transporting commodities, supporting 
construction projects, and assisting ships. For instance, AWO member vessels regularly transit 
the Lake Washington Ship Canal and the Lower Duwamish waterways to perform freight barge 
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service for the Alaska and Hawaii markets, and AWO member vessels regularly transit the east 
and west waterways around Harbor Island and the Lower Duwamish to perform ship assist work 
in the Port of Seattle. 
 
 
Sound Transit’s proposals for the West Seattle and Ballard link extensions have the potential to 
significantly affect the daily business operations of Washington’s maritime businesses. 
Throughout Sound Transit’s review of the environmental, construction, and operational impacts 
of the proposed link extensions, AWO requests careful consideration of the concerns and 
recommendations below to minimize the projects’ harmful effects on the economy and mitigate 
those that cannot be avoided. 
 
West Seattle Link Extension 
 
The Ports of Seattle and Tacoma jointly represent the nation’s fourth largest gateway for 
international trade and are jointly operated by the Northwest Seaport Alliance. Vessels, trucks 
and trains need regular and efficient access to these port facilities and the West Seattle Link 
Extension must account for potential issues of disruption, congestion, and freight mobility in and 
around the port. The preservation of truck and marine access to and from the public and private 
marine terminals, especially Terminals 5 and 18, is critical to the economic vitality of Seattle’s 
maritime sector, including tugboat and barge operations in Seattle.  
 
AWO is concerned that the proposed rail extension link over the Duwamish Waterway would 
significantly affect tugboat and barge operations by impeding either rail or truck access to and 
from Terminals 5 and 18 and other private sector facilities. Conservatively, 390 fuel trucks 
transit to and from Harbor Island private fuel terminals every day. Each truck transports an 
average of 9,000 gallons of fuel for a daily amount of 3,510,000 gallons. This product is 
transported throughout Washington State and a disruption in service could negatively impact 
regional fuel prices. Therefore, AWO recommends that the Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS) review the proposed Spokane Street Corridor alignments, especially those north of West 
Seattle Bridge, and ensure maritime facilities remain fully operational throughout construction 
and after completion of the project. Sound Transit should evaluate how the project will ensure 
access to truck and rail assets serving those facilities, navigable waters, and shore operations 
from the federal channel (related to pier placement) both during construction and project 
operations. 
 
To prepare for larger container vessels and to drive growth in international marine cargo, the Port 
of Seattle has secured permits to perform more than $300 million in infrastructure improvements 
to Terminal 5 by 2025 as a part of the T-5 Wharf Rehabilitation, Berth Deepening, and 
Improvements Project. Terminal 5’s timely improvements are critical for Washington state 
exports to Asian markets, in addition to growing cargo volumes and maritime jobs in the Puget 
Sound region. Additionally, the City of Seattle has recently completed the Lander Street Bridge, 
a $123 million project to create an efficient freight corridor by providing a direct connection to 
Port of Seattle facilities and freight operational support centers. AWO recommends that the 
proposed West Seattle link extension does not adversely affect these critical infrastructure 
investments, which represent opportunities to strengthen Seattle’s maritime economy, and 
requests full evaluation of these concerns in the EIS. 
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To minimize negative effects on maritime operations, AWO recommends aligning the proposed 
Duwamish crossing for Link light rail farther south. AWO strongly recommends that Sound 
Transit evaluate the previously discarded Purple Line route, which is less disruptive compared to 
the Blue Line route. The Blue Line Route proposes a crossing point over the Duwamish 
Waterway directly above critical maritime operations areas, which would be catastrophic for 
maritime businesses operating below the construction footprint of the Blue Line’s proposed 
Duwamish crossing point. Additionally, AWO recommends that the air draft for the bridge over 
the commercial waterway be at least as high as the West Seattle Bridge, and that column spacing 
within the waterway be at least 200 feet apart and in alignment with the existing navigation 
channel.  
 
Ballard Link Extension 
 
AWO recommends that any proposal for a Ballard link extension meet the needs of existing and 
future navigation on the Lake Washington Ship Canal. The Lake Washington Ship Canal is a 
vital waterway for regional maritime interests from the beginning of the channel at the Ballard 
Locks to the interior waters of Lake Union, Lake Washington, and a large network of 
interconnected waterways. AWO members are involved daily in towing operations on the Ship 
canal and rely on the opening of the Ballard bridge for tows of barges up to 300 feet long. 
As the keystone of Washington’s maritime system, the Ballard Locks are the busiest in the 
nation, with over 40,000 commercial and recreational vessels passing through the locks each 
year.  
 
Together, the canal and lock system supports a vibrant maritime economic cluster that was 
highlighted in a 2017 study by the McDowell Group, reflecting:  

• At least $90 - $120 billion over the next 75-100 years ($1.2 billion annually) in maritime 
activity, including commercial fishing companies, shipyards, vessel sales, freight and 
shipping services, and marinas; 

• $9 - $12 billion in payroll over the next 75-100 years ($120 million annually); 
• 3,000 full-time equivalent jobs; and, 
• $1.1 - $1.5 billion over the next 75-100 years in federal tax revenues ($15 million 

annually). 

AWO recommends Sound Transit acknowledge this substantial regional economic impact and 
avoid negative impacts to this important industrial cluster.  Aerial alignments across Lake 
Washington Ship Canal could significantly affect both the safety and efficiency of AWO 
member operations by impeding and obstructing vessel navigation. Navigation obstructions 
along Lake Washington Ship Canal such as a fixed-height bridge or bridge abutments could 
force large vessels and barge tows into increasingly narrow canal space, presenting significant 
safety risks. 
 
A moveable bridge across the Ship Canal and its abutments would pose challenges for safe 
vessel navigation. The increased bridge opening requirements of a vessel to transit 2 bridges 
while depending on bridge operations to reliably open upon their approach create significant 
safety concerns for AWO members. In addition, vessel delays due to congestion represent 
increased costs for customers throughout the Pacific Northwest and communities in Alaska that 
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rely heavily on the commercial navigability of Lake Washington Ship Canal for essential 
commodities.  
 
Therefore, AWO supports the elimination of aerial alignments across Lake Washington Ship 
Canal and recommends a tunnel route as an alternative to limit negative effects on the flow of 
maritime commerce during and after project construction.  
 
Shoreline Management Act 
 
Washington’s Shoreline Management Act (SMA) was enacted in 1971 to manage and protect the 
shorelines of the state by regulating development around Washington’s coastal, tidal, and 
shoreside lands. A major goal of the Act is "to prevent the inherent harm in an uncoordinated and 
piecemeal development of the state's shorelines." The SMA accomplishes this major goal in part 
by allowing preference to shoreline uses that inherently depend on proximity to the shoreline. 
 
Many of Seattle’s maritime businesses, including AWO members’ shoreside operations, 
inherently depend on access to both water and land. For many of these operations, relocation is 
impossible. To align with the intent of the SMA, AWO recommends that Sound Transit allow 
preference to these shoreline uses should the proposed link extensions demonstrate potential to 
displace or significantly disrupt the operation of these water-dependent facilities.  
 
AWO appreciates the opportunity to provide comments regarding Sound Transit’s proposed 
West Seattle and Ballard light rail link extensions. Please do not hesitate to contact me with any 
questions. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Charles P. Costanzo 
Vice President – Pacific Region 
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March 31, 2019 
 
Ballard Link Extension 
c/o Lauren Swift 
Sound Transit 
401 S. Jackson St. 
Seattle, WA.  98104 
 
Email: wsbscopingcomments@soundtransit.org// 
 
Attn: Stakeholder Advisory Group, Elected Leadership Group, and Sound Transit Board 
Members: 
 
As management of a maritime company and property that will be significantly impacted by the 
routing of ST3 Ballard Link, we would like to express a strong preference for a tunnel as the 
best route for crossing the Lake Washington ship canal.  
 
Every property adjacent to the ship canal is vital to maintaining a vibrant working waterfront that 
supports the diversity of maritime related businesses necessary to continue successfully 
servicing the Gulf of Alaska, Bering Sea, Puget Sound, Southeast Alaska, and Coastal WA & 
OR commercial fishing fleets; the recreational boating and fishing fleets of Puget Sound & Lake 
Washington; and all the other maritime commerce that either emanates from this waterway or 
visits for repairs, refueling and outfitting.   
 
Seattle currently enjoys the envious position of being the first choice as a port of call for services 
for commercial vessels of any kind that operate in Alaska.  Any route other than a tunnel will 
threaten the businesses that provide well-paying maritime related jobs and the associated tax 
base. 
 
The bridge option west of 15th Ave. NW. would have a devastating impact on the south side to 
the continued viability of Fishing Vessel Owners shipyard and marine railway (currently 
celebrating its 100th anniversary), and would also take out a portion of Western Pioneer property 
on the north side.  Relocation is not a practical option for Fishing Vessel Owners so that would 
bring their demise.  
 
Similarly, the bridge option on 14 Ave. NW. would cause harm to the operations of Coastal 
Transportation whose ships are a vital link to the ports of Alaska, transporting food and supplies 
north and bringing frozen fish south to market.  In addition to the impacts on their property, 
columns in the water out in front of their docks would severely impact their ability to maneuver 
their ships.  The north side of this route would adversely impact the 14th Ave. NW public boat 
launch and the massive pile caps and support columns would negatively impact our property 
and our neighbor Northern Lights (manufacturers of ship’s generators), reducing property value, 
ease of access, freight ingress/egress, traffic flow, sight lines, access to light and increasing 
noise.  This in addition to the burden already placed on our property by the Burke Gilman 
Trail/Missing Link which transits along the north side of our property on NW 45th St. 
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Like any industrial center, the commercial success of the BINMIC area is completely dependent 
on a functioning transportation system that provides the freight mobility necessary to support the 
commerce.  As everyone knows, our transportation system is pretty well maxed out every day.  
An alignment west of 15th Ave. NW that includes a tunnel to cross the ship canal would cause 
the least disruption both during construction and after completion. 
 
We understand that the additional costs a tunnel would require are not included in the 
representative alignments, but an explanation is needed why the tunnel was not included.  A 
Ballard tunnel was considered as late as August 2015, why was it eliminated from the draft 
plan?  We believe it was irresponsible to exclude this option when the representative alignment 
was placed on the ballot initiative. 
 
We also think that if all the costs associated with building an elevated crossing were taken into 
account, the difference in cost with a tunnel might be negligible if any.  The costs of property 
purchases and property harm mitigation would be reduced.  The west of 15th route has severe 
negative impacts on the future repair/replacement of the Ballard Bridge.  Building that route 
simply pushes those increased costs onto the public at a later date.  Both the 14th or 15th 
elevated routes will have large costs associated with salmon mitigation during construction.  
Has that been thoroughly researched and are realistic costs for that in the current estimates?  
Another requirement is that the canal must be kept open to ship traffic at all times – it is a 
federal commercial waterway connected to the busiest locks in the US.  Has a realistic 
assessment of what it would take to accomplish that at all times during construction been 
calculated into the construction costs?  Has ST discussed with the Coast Guard what it will take 
to stay in compliance with their rules during construction?  Are those costs in the current 
estimates? 
 
Thank you for your consideration of our comments.  A project of this magnitude needs to get it 
right the first time as the impacts will last indefinitely and change the neighborhoods and 
impacted businesses forever.  For all the reasons stated above and many more you will likely 
receive in other submissions, we implore you to select a tunnel to cross under the Lake 
Washington Ship Canal/Salmon Bay. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

         
W. Scott Yale II      David C. Bowman 
Vice President       President 
 
Member: North Seattle Industrial Association 
 
CC: (via email) Councilmember Mike O’Brien 

  Mayor Jenny A. Durkan  
  Councilmember Teresa Mosqueda 
  Councilmember Lorena Gonzales 

    NSIA President Eugene Wasserman      



 
March 27, 2019 

Submitted via email: wsbscopingcomments@soundtransit.org 

WSBLE Project (c/o Lauren Swift)  
Sound Transit, 401 S. Jackson Street,  
Seattle, WA 98104-2826 

 Re:  West Seattle and Ballard Link Extension 
  EIS Scoping Comments 

Dear Ms. Swift: 

We represent CenterPoint Properties Trust, CenterPoint 3546 Marginal Way LLC and 
CenterPoint Marginal LLC (collectively “CenterPoint”) owners of property located 3480 West 
Marginal Way SW, 3546 West Marginal Way SW and 3518 West Marginal Way SW respectively 
(collectively “CenterPoint Properties”). A map of the CenterPoint Properties is enclosed with this 
comment letter. On behalf of CenterPoint please accept these comments on the scope of the 
Environmental Impact Statement (“EIS”) for Sound Transit’s West Seattle and Ballard Link 
Extension (“WSBLE”). 

Description of Property 

The CenterPoint Properties are located adjacent to Terminal 5 and abut the West 
Waterway.  The CenterPoint Properties provide moorage for business requiring access to water for 
loading and unloading of barges and are presently leased by business requiring industrial access 
to water and the Port of Seattle’s Terminals.   

The area in and around the CenterPoint Properties is used heavily and there is little to no 
surface area that is not essential to industrial operations and freight mobility into and out of the 
CenterPoint Properties and Terminal 5.  The CenterPoint Properties are bounded by the Port of 
Seattle’s Terminal 5 to the north and the West Waterway to the east.  Immediately west is a dual 
track rail corridor and west of that is West Marginal Way.  High voltage, above ground power lines 
occupy the limited space in between the CenterPoint Properties and the lower Spokane Street 
Bridge to the south.   

 Presently, the CenterPoint Properties are accessed via at-grade rail crossings along West 
Marginal Way SW and the north leg of the intersection SW Spokane Street/West Marginal Way 
SW/Chelan Avenue SW; however, these points of access will be effectively blocked by the Port 
as part of the Terminal 5 Improvements.  As a result, access to the CenterPoint Properties will be 
dependent on being able to fully utilize all available surface space east of the existing railway for 
ingress and egress into and out of the CenterPoint Properties to the existing road network.    A 
north crossing over the Lower Duwamish creates a risk the support columns will be placed in this 
area which may effectively deprive CenterPoint of access to the CenterPoint Properties, effectuate 
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a take of the CenterPoint Properties, force the relocation of the businesses utilizing the CenterPoint 
Properties, and further compromise freight mobility in this highly constrained and congested area.   

The Preferred Alternative for the West Seattle Extension Must Cross the Duwamish 
Waterway South of the West Seattle Bridge  

Of the proposed alignments going to West Seattle, CenterPoint requests that Sound Transit 
select an alternative that includes a high-level crossing of the Lower Duwamish Waterway south 
of the West Seattle Bridge as its preferred alternative. A south crossing will have the least amount 
of impact on industrial lands, businesses and their employees in the vicinity of Harbor Island and 
Terminal 5 including the CenterPoint Properties. It avoids the highly congested area between the 
West Seattle Bridge and Terminal 5 that is festooned with critical transportation and utility 
infrastructure servicing West Seattle and the Port of Seattle’s Terminal 5.  And, a south crossing 
will also avoid unnecessary construction of overpasses over the West Seattle Bridge, lower 
Spokane Street Bridge, and Terminal 5 access bridge.  An overpass over the West Seattle Bridge 
will create visual distractions to drivers on the West Seattle Bridge and may also complicate 
emergency access to and from Terminal 5 and West Seattle in the event of a natural disaster.   

Alternatives for the Duwamish Crossing Should Be Assessed Independently 

The WSBLE is a massive project that consists of two independent and distinct segments: 
(1) extension of light rail from downtown to West Seattle (“WS Extension”); and (2) extension of 
light from downtown to Ballard (“Ballard Extension”).  Alternatives for the WS Extension follow 
the same general alignment except where the extension crosses the Duwamish where the alignment 
diverges between a crossing south of the West Seattle Bridge and north of the West Seattle Bridge.  
This segment of West Seattle Extension should be assessed independently of their pre-selected 
counterparts beyond the proposed Delridge Station in the EIS.   

The importance of properly defining alternatives is essential to SEPA’s purpose:   

It is difficult to overstate the importance of reasonable 
alternatives to achieving SEPA's underlying policy goals, which 
seek to balance the needs of the environment with the inevitability 
of development.  By explaining how the action agency can achieve 
its project objectives at a lower environmental cost, the discussion 
of reasonable alternatives in the EIS carries out SEPA's core policy 
in the form of practical advice. 

Columbia Riverkeeper v. Port of Vancouver, 188 Wn.2d 80 (2017) (dissent J. Stephens) (citations 
omitted).  Here, Sound Transit has two main alternatives to cross the Duwamish Waterway.   Yet 
Sound Transit conflates these alternatives into pre-ordained route selections for the entire length 
of the WS Extension.  This has the effect of limiting design flexibility and diluting the discussion 
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and assessment of the alternatives for crossing the Duwamish Waterway to the detriment of 
SEPA’s primary purpose: to provide decision-makers with a fully-informed assessment of the 
environmental impacts of a proposed action.   

For example, a tunnel option north of the proposed Delridge Station may be the best 
alternative for that segment of the WS Extension even though a south crossing of the Lower 
Duwamish Waterway would have fewer impacts than a north crossing. But because the tunnel 
option is tied to a north crossing the relative benefits of a south crossing may be overshadowed by 
the benefits of a tunnel.   Evaluating these component parts independently will allow for an 
unfiltered assessment of their benefits and impacts which will allow for selection of an alignment 
that best meets the purpose and need for light rail with the least amount of adverse environmental 
impacts.  

Unavoidable Adverse Impacts 

 The WSBLE will have numerous significant unavoidable impacts both during construction 
and post construction.  CenterPoint Properties requests the following general issues be assessed in 
the EIS: 

Acquisitions, Displacements and Relocations:  The EIS should evaluate the cumulative 
effect of the loss and fragmentation of large industrial-zoned parcels like the CenterPoint 
Properties.  It should also assess the availability, or lack thereof, of large industrial parcels for 
relocation of businesses reliant on these types of properties. 

As noted above, the CenterPoint Properties are leased by businesses the rely on industrial 
access to water and the Port Terminals.  The EIS should assess the impacts of displacing these 
businesses to other locations further away from Port infrastructure including, but not limited to, 
longer truck trips and increase emissions. 

Additionally, the EIS should assess the displacement of existing utility infrastructure 
associated with a north crossing.  High voltage, above-ground power lines parallel the West Seattle 
Bridge and lower Spokane Street Bridge.  A north crossing may require relocation of these power 
lines which may lead to service interruptions.  Relocating these utility lines may also require 
greater business displacements and property acquisitions than a south crossing. 

Economy:  We have significant concerns about economic impact resulting from 
unmitigated impacts to industrial businesses.  The EIS should analyze the potential for impacts on 
industrial lands and businesses from acquisitions, displacements, and relocations on 
interdependent businesses and land.  As noted above, alignments that result in even a minimal loss 
of industrial land or that interfere minimally with freight mobility will have significant impacts on 
the industrial economy in the area.   
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Land Use:  We are concerned that extension of light rail and the placement of stations will 
increase pressure to convert industrial lands to non-industrial uses.  The EIS should asses the 
potential that each alternative will increase pressure for high-density, non-industrial development, 
especially along the shoreline.   

The alternatives should also be analyzed against local planning policies.  For example, the 
City’s Comprehensive Plan includes a host of policies aimed at preserving and expanding 
industrial business in the Greater Duwamish Manufacturing Industrial Center (“GDMIC”) some 
of which we provide here: 

 GD-G7 The City and other government bodies recognize the limited industrial land 
resource and the high demand for that resource by private industrial businesses 
within the Duwamish Manufacturing/Industrial Center when considering the siting 
of public uses there. 

 GD-P8 Strive to protect the limited and nonrenewable regional resource of 
industrial, particularly waterfront industrial, land from encroachment by 
nonindustrial uses. 

 GD-G9 A high level of general mobility and access is attained within the Duwamish 
Manufacturing/Industrial Center. 

 GD-P26 Recognize and strive to address the cumulative traffic effects that 
transportation and development projects in and near the Duwamish 
Manufacturing/Industrial Center can have on freight mobility. 

 GD-P34 Recognize the importance of intermodal connections for the movement of 
freight between the state highway system, rail yards, barge terminals, Port 
terminals, airports, and warehouse/distribution centers. 

 GD-P35 Strive to minimize disruptions to freight mobility caused by construction 
(including construction of transportation facilities) in the Duwamish 
Manufacturing/Industrial Center. 

Analysis of the alternatives against these policies is of paramount importance because all the 
alternative route selections proposed by Sound Transit will cross through the GDMIC.  All 
alternatives should be evaluated to determine which alternatives best achieve these land use 
policies aimed at preserving and enhancing the industrial uses in the GDMIC. 

Social Justice:  All alternatives for the Ballard Extension tunnel through the downtown 
commercial core thereby saving the property owners, businesses and their employees in those 
commercial areas from suffering the impacts associated with construction and operation of the 
WSBLE.  None of the West Seattle Extension alternatives include a tunnel through the industrial 
area on either side of the Lower Duwamish Waterway.  The EIS should address the social justice 
issues associated with route selection and design and its disparate impact on “blue-collar” 
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businesses and employees as compared to “white-collar” business and employees in commercial 
areas north of downtown.   

Traffic:  The EIS should assess impacts to traffic.  The north crossing requires an elevated 
structure above the West Seattle Bridge as the extension curves south towards Delridge.  The EIS 
should assess the visual distraction an elevated structure above the West Seattle Bridge will create 
for drivers.   

Additionally, the EIS should assess the cumulative traffic impacts from the Port of Seattle’s 
Terminal 5 Improvement Project on local surface traffic below the West Seattle Bridge.  There is 
very little unused surface space in the area between the West Seattle Bridge, Terminal 5 and the 
CenterPoint Properties.  Surface space that is not occupied by buildings in this area is used for 
transportation and is essential to freight mobility to and through the area. Locating columns to 
support an upper level crossing in any of these areas will have a disastrous impact on mobility 
through this highly congested area.   

Disaster Planning:  The EIS should assess disaster planning either as a subset of the topics 
already proposed for study or as a new independent area of study.   The Seattle area is seismically 
active.  The West Seattle Fault runs through north West Seattle and Harbor Island north of the 
West Seattle Bridge.   Analysis of alternatives must consider the possible impacts construction of 
the WSBLE will have in the event of a natural disaster like an earthquake.   

The West Seattle Bridge and lower Spokane Street Bridge are the primary means of 
vehicular access to and from West Seattle. The Terminal 5 access bridge will be the only point of 
access to Terminal 5 when the Port completes its proposed improvement to Terminal 5.  A north 
crossing would require an overpass over the West Seattle Bridge.  and the West Seattle Bridge and 
the Terminal 5 access bridge. Constructing light rail overpasses over these critical pieces of 
infrastructure creates a significant risk that they may be blocked in the event of a natural disaster 
and prevent emergency services like City of Seattle Fire Station 36, which is located just beneath 
the West Seattle Bridge, from reaching areas in need.  The proposed southern crossing avoids these 
impacts because they do not require overpasses over these essential access routes.  

Thank you for considering these comments. 

Sincerely, 

 

John T. Cooke 

Encl. 
Cc:  Client  
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March 29, 2019 

Sound Transit  
401 S. Jackson St.  
Seattle, WA 98104 
 
Via Email: WSBLink@SoundTransit.org & Sound Transit Board Members & Working Committee 
Members 
 
Attn.: Sound Transit Board of Directors 

Elected Leadership Group, WSBL 
Stakeholder Advisory Group, WSBL 
WSBL Stakeholders 

Re: Sound Transit West Seattle Ballard Link Extension (“WSBL”) Alignment Alternatives 
 

Dear Sound Transit Board Members, Elected Leadership Group, Stakeholder Advisory Group, and 
other WSBL stakeholders;  

CenterPoint Properties Trust, CenterPoint 3546 Marginal Way LLC and CenterPoint Marginal LLC 
(collectively “CenterPoint”) are owners of property located 3480 West Marginal Way SW, 3546 West 
Marginal Way SW and 3518 West Marginal Way SW respectively (collectively “CenterPoint 
Properties”). We are asking you to eliminate the crossing of the Lower Duwamish Waterway north of 
the West Seattle Bridge (“North Crossing”) from the alignment options carried forward into the EIS 
process.  

As you know, Sound Transit is currently considering three options for the West Seattle Extension 
crossing of the Lower Duwamish Waterway.   The North Crossing alignment will result in light rail 
cutting through the core of CenterPoint’s property at 3518 West Marginal Way SW. (Attached at Exhibit 
A is a depiction of the North Crossing with the 3518 West Marginal property noted in red).  The 
alignment will require construction of a massive foundation and support column on or adjacent to the 
3518 property to support the span crossing the west waterway.  Such construction work will 
undoubtably require taking all or a substantial portion of the properties.   

Industrial land abutting navigable waterways is unique and irreplaceable. The features and benefits of 
this particular property are rare and include: direct railroad and intermodal loading access from the 
marine terminal and deepwater moorage. Properties like these are essential to maintaining a vibrant 
and diversified maritime industrial economy.  They should be preserved. 

Similarly, a north crossing would have significant impacts on freight mobility in the area.  The north 
crossing alignment crosses the Terminal 5 Access Bridge, West Marginal Way SW, Chelan Avenue 
SW and SW Spokane Street before turning south over the West Seattle Bridge.  The surface area 
beneath the proposed alignment is completely paved with critical road infrastructure.  There is simply 
no room to place a support column for the elevated line north of the West Seattle Bridge without 
significantly impeding ingress and egress throughout the area. Placing a column in this highly 
congested area will have devastating impacts on ingress and egress to and from West Seattle as well 
as freight mobility. 
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In addition to the property impacts, CenterPoint’s three tenants would also likely be displaced without 
an ability to relocate to equivalent operational properties.  Island Tug and Barge, SeaPac Terminals 
and PacWest Terminal lease the CenterPoint Properties.  All of them rely heavily on access to the 
waterway, moorage, railroad lines and freight access/circulation.  A north alignment risks loss of these 
tenants and their hundreds of family wage jobs in their operations and the businesses that serve them.  
The south alignment would avoid these adverse impacts. 

A south crossing will have the least amount of impact on industrial lands, businesses and their 
employees in the vicinity of Harbor Island and Terminal 5 including the CenterPoint Properties. It 
avoids the highly congested area between the West Seattle Bridge and Terminal 5 that is replete with 
critical transportation and utility infrastructure.  Moreover, the south crossing is currently projected to 
be $300 Million dollars less expensive than the north crossing.  

CenterPoint supports an alternative alignment that would cross the Lower Duwamish 
Waterway south of the West Seattle Bridge.  CenterPoint asks the Sound Transit Board, Elected 
Leadership Group and Stakeholder Group to reevaluate the proposed north crossing alignment 
and eliminate it from further consideration.   

 

Respectfully Submitted,  

 

Bob Andrews, Executive Vice-President 

 
 
Cc.: Recipient list on following pages. 
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January 30, 2019 

Sound Transit  
401 S. Jackson St.  
Seattle, WA 98104 
 
Via Email: WSBLink@SoundTransit.org 
 
Attn.: Sound Transit Board of Directors 

Elected Leadership Group, WSBL 
Stakeholder Advisory Group, WSBL 
WSBL Stakeholders 

Re: Sound Transit West Seattle Ballard Link Extension (“WSBL”) Alignment Alternatives 
 

Dear Sound Transit Board Members, Elected Leadership Group, Stakeholder Advisory Group, and 
other WSBL stakeholders;  

Coastal Transportation (“Coastal”) is a maritime shipping company operating at the southeast corner 
of the Ballard Bridge, on the Lake Washington Ship Canal. We need your help preventing Sound 
Transit’s Ballard alignment from destroying critical maritime businesses. We are asking you to 
eliminate the high-level fixed bridge alignment at 14th Avenue West from the alignment options carried 
forward into the EIS process. The proposed “High-Level Bridge” alignment would completely displace 
Coastal, which is the only remaining Aleutian Trade Act shipping company offering critical year-round 
sailings to and from ports on the Alaska Peninsula, the Aleutian and the Pribilof Islands.  

As you know, Sound Transit is currently considering three options for the Ballard Link Extension 
crossing of the Ship Canal. The High-Level Bridge alignment will result in light rail cutting through the 
core of cargo handling operations at Coastal and its sister company, Salmon Bay Terminals, 
permanently disrupting Coastal’s ability to operate from its facility. (Attached at Exhibit A is a depiction 
of the 14th Avenue bridge crossing with Coastal’s location noted in red.) Coastal’s terminal is unique 
and irreplaceable. Its features and benefits include: direct railroad and intermodal loading access from 
the marine terminal; a freshwater port that significantly reduces ship maintenance expenses; and a 
lack of tidal activity conducive to operational efficiencies. There are no other facilities located in the 
Puget Sound region that can fulfill Coastal’s operational requirements.  

Coastal is a local, family-owned company, providing year-round interstate commerce services 
between Washington and Western Alaska.1 Coastal owns and operates 5 highly specialized, 
refrigerated, pallet handling vessels that sail to Alaska 40 to 50 times per year, transporting over 
70,000 metric tons of cargo annually. Incoming cargo from Alaska is primarily frozen seafood such as 
salmon, cod, crab, and pollock for both local consumption and distribution across the United States. 
Outgoing cargo supports the Alaskan fishing industry, and includes everything from construction 
equipment and fishing gear, to groceries and clothing. We are the only remaining carrier operating 
under the federal Aleutian Trade Act of 1990, which ensures the safe and efficient transport of goods 

                                                           
1 Coastal is an interstate common carrier, federally regulated by the Surface Transportation Board. 
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between Alaska and the rest of the United States. We have served communities in Western Alaska 
for 35 years. This valuable link between Washington and Alaska must be left intact. 

Coastal relies on clear passage through the Ship Canal and free access to its terminal facility at the 
foot of the Ballard Bridge (adjacent to rail) for its operations. Freight from marine shipping vessels is 
transported to final destinations via containers, trucks, or refrigerated railcars on BNSF tracks, which 
run adjacent to our terminal. Coastal transits the Ship Canal twice per week with our ships, loads and 
unloads over 100 trucks per week, and loads approximately 200 railcars (each carrying the equivalent 
of 4 over-the-road trucks) per year. We employ 120 people directly. 

Last year, Coastal paid approximately $235,025 in real estate taxes for King County in 2018; and 
approximately $15,500 in personal property taxes. The City of Seattle realized approximately $20,650 
in excise taxes from Coastal.  If Sound Transit takes the property and Coastal is forced to shut down 
or relocate out of Seattle, all of these revenues will be lost.  Another vibrant, well established Seattle 
maritime business that provides hundreds of direct and indirect well-paying jobs would be shut down 
or forced to move out of the City. The High-Level Bridge alignment at 14th Avenue West will also 
displace numerous tenants on the Salmon Bay Terminal property.  

There is a better alternative. 

Coastal supports an alternative alignment that includes passage beneath the Ship Canal via 
tunnel, leaving Coastal’s unique and valuable shipping operations intact. The “tunnel” alignment 
supports Coastal and the many maritime-related jobs that Coastal’s operations create—including 
shoreside and vessel crew members, transportation logistics coordinators, truck drivers, mechanics, 
welders, administrative support jobs, service engineers, and shipyard workers. Sound Transit’s 
proposed High-Level Bridge alignment will result in lasting adverse impacts on long-standing members 
of the Seattle maritime industry and to the Alaskan fishing community. 

Coastal asks the Sound Transit Board, Elected Leadership Group and Stakeholder Group to 
reevaluate the proposed High-Level Bridge alignment and eliminate it from further consideration in 
light of the cost to Seattle’s maritime community. The “tunnel” alignment can achieve the goal of light 
rail service to Ballard while allowing valuable and irreplaceable maritime businesses to continue 
operations. 

Regards, 

 

 
Elliot Strong 
Chief Executive Officer, Coastal Transportation, Inc. 
 
 
Cc.: Recipient list on following pages. 
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Communication ID: 351576 
 
 
From: Elliott Way Partners LLC 
 
 
Scoping Comment:  

April 1, 2019  

VIA: Electronic Mail  

Sound Transit  

1100 2nd Avenue  

Seattle, WA 98101  

RE: Sound Transit Ballard Link Extension – Scoping Period  

Dear Sound Transit Board, Stakeholder Advisory Group, and Elected Leadership Group Members:  

Elliott Way Partners, LLC (“Elliott Way”) appreciates the opportunity to provide input on development 
of the Ballard Link Extension (“Project”) through the scoping period. Elliott Way owns property at 
1405 Elliott Avenue along the alignment. As the Interbay corridor continues to develop as an 
employment hub with the introduction of Expedia, Sound Transit should encourage station siting to 
serve major employment centers. For these reasons, Elliott Way supports the Project Alternatives 
One (“Representative Alignment”) and Three (“Prospect Surface Station”) because the provide 
opportunities to serve the redevelopment of the Elliott Avenue corridor.  

The Elliott Avenue corridor is an emerging neighborhood. As companies are developing projects along 
this corridor – most notably Expedia, whose campus is expected to open later this year and to 
accommodate as many as 5,000 employees – Sound Transit should prioritize TOD station siting. All of 
these companies and their employees will benefit from the much-needed increase in transit 
accessibility, and by the vitality and reduced congestion this will bring to the surrounding area. With 
these benefits in mind, Elliott Way respectfully requests that the Sound Transit Board adopt either the 
Representative Project or Prospect Surface Station as the preferred alternative in the EIS, as either of 
these options would place the Smith Cove station near Prospect Street, rather than further to the 
north near Magnolia Bridge. Elliot Way prefers the Prospect Street location because it would directly 
serve more riders than the other route, in large part because of Expedia’s presence.  

The Magnolia Bridge option would require Expedia’s employees to cross the railroad tracks on the 
roundabout, inefficient Galer Street flyover (potentially leading to bicycle-pedestrian conflicts where 
the flyover lets off near the Elliott Bay trail), or to walk half a mile further down busy Elliott Avenue to 
use the Helix Pedestrian Bridge. Either of these barriers will constitute a disincentive, meaning a lower 
percentage of Expedia employees will use light rail than would do so if the stop were located at 
Prospect Street. Because Expedia will be by far the largest employer in the immediate area, this 



percentage difference will be much more significant than for any other nearby business. This means 
the Magnolia Bridge option would pose efficiency and accessibility challenges for a greater populace.  

1214 140th Ave Ct E • Sumner, WA 98390 • 253.874.3939 • www.highmark-llc.com  

These numbers also mean that Expedia employees’ transportation choices will have a significant 
effect on nearby businesses and residential neighborhoods – much more so than the choices of any 
other company’s workforce. If fewer Expedia employees choose transit that will have a 
disproportionate tendency to increase congestion and reduce parking scarcity throughout the area, 
including at the bottleneck formed by the outlet of the Magnolia Bridge.  

Lastly, the Elliott Avenue corridor is historically known as an industrial corridor with industrial uses. 
One of the outcomes of this historic use is significant pollution from heavy industrial users. Sound 
Transit must evaluate the potential impacts that its redevelopment will have to further environmental 
justice and facilitate the redevelopment and abatement of toxic materials in the area. The EIS must 
thoroughly study the: (1) acquisition, displacement; and relocation; (2) land use; (3) economic; (4) 
social impacts, community facilities and neighborhoods; (5) visual and aesthetics; (6) noise and 
vibration; (7) geology and soils; (8) environmental justice; and (9) transportation impacts of all the 
Smith Cove alternatives, with special attention focused on the comparative impacts of the station 
location in proximity to major employment and redevelopment opportunity areas. We believe that 
this analysis will show that Alternatives One or Three should be the preferred route.  

Again, Elliot Way appreciates the opportunity to comment and thanks the Sound Transit Board for its 
consideration. We will look forward to Sound Transit’s thorough evaluation of EIS alternatives.  

Sincerely,  

Mark W. Robison, Chairman  
Elliott Way Partners, LLC 



Communication ID: 344231 
 
 
From: Evergreen Power Systems 
 
 
Scoping Comment:  

Hello,  

We have been following the developments of alternatives for the ST3 Sodo-West Seattle light rail 
extension and would like to share our input.  Our business is located at 3623 E Marginal Way South 
(just south of the West Seattle Bridge and west of hwy 99).  We are greatly concerned about potential 
impacts from a Duwamish waterway crossing on the south side of the West Seattle Bridge, and 
strongly prefer a Duwamish crossing route on the north side of the West Seattle Bridge.  Our 
Headquarters is near/or underneath the potential pathway of a south Duwamish Crossing.  

Our organization employs nearly 200 people locally, the majority of which are IBEW Union members.  
Our concerns fall into the following categories:  

Potential Relocation of our Headquarters: Since 2007 we have made substantial investments in our 
building to make it suitable to our needs.  A Duwamish Waterway crossing south of the West Seattle 
Bridge may potentially displace our property and we would be unable to find another suitable 
property without substantial impacts to our employees, operations, and finances.  We fear potential 
displacement which would cause us to move out of our HUB Zone, and/or the City of Seattle.  

Impacts during construction:  Reduced and/or limited access to our headquarters, risks and 
disruptions from construction noise,  pollution, damaging and/disruptive vibration during 
construction and potential liquefaction of soils which could damage our Lab equipment and Network 
Systems, Power outages and disruptions.  

Impacts after construction: Potential access limitations due to new infrastructure required for a 
Duwamish Crossing south of the West Seattle Bridge.  Potential ongoing vibration which could impact 
our Lab and Network Systems.  Visual impacts and reduced sunlight exposure to our property. 
Ongoing noise impact.  Reduced property value.  

We strongly prefer A Duwamish Crossing on the North side of the West Seattle Bridge.  A North Side 
routing would substantially lower the impact to our organization.  Hopefully the Committees with 
further investigate potential mix & match variations utilizing routes crossing of the Duwamish 
Waterway north of the West Seattle Bridge.  

Thanks, 
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March 18 2019 
 
Dear Members of the Sound Transit Board, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the West Seattle / Ballard Link scoping process. As 
Expedia Group establishes our global headquarters in Seattle we are excited for the role that 
Sound Transit, particularly Link Light Rail service, will play in the lives of Expedia Group 
employees and our families across the region.  
 
Placing the Smith Cove Station above grade at Prospect Street as shown in the Ballard Link 
Representative Alignment is critical to Sound Transit’s mission for a variety of reasons: 
 
Single-Occupancy Trip Reduction 
Placement of the Smith Cove station will have significant impact on single-occupancy vehicle 
trips across the entire ST3 alignment. Expedia Group’s headquarters will be a daily commute 
destination for thousands of employees, as are office buildings South of the Helix Bridge (e.g. the 
former F5 Complex). These employees will be transiting to campus from Seattle, Issaquah, 
Lynnwood, Tacoma, Redmond, and many other Link service areas.  
 
Siting the Smith Cove Station at the Helix Bridge provides direct access to these existing 
employment centers and would maximize both the distance that riders are traveling as well as 
daily ridership itself—ridership that would otherwise convert to single-occupancy vehicle use.  
 
Transit-Oriented Development and Cost 
Like Expedia Group’s headquarters relocation, the arrival of Link service to the Interbay corridor 
brings opportunity for growth and development along Elliott Avenue West. An elevated 
guideway in public right-of-way preserves the the opportunity for commercial and residential 
development, including low-income and social development like King County’s planned modular 
homeless shelter on the Elliott’s 600 block. Alternative alignments that place the Smith Cove 
outside of public right-of-way take away land that must be used for transit-oriented 
development and do so at costs of at least $100,000,000 over the representative alignment. 
 
Multimodal Connectivity 
A Smith Cove Station at Prospect Street takes advantage of the existing above-grade pedestrian 
Helix Bridge which connects easily to the Centennial Park, the Waterfront, and the Elliott Bay 
Trail system. Not only does this provide an extensive access network to the Smith Cove Station 
from the West, it also connects directly to Pier 86, which is currently being examined by the Port 
of Seattle and the Department of Fish and Wildlife as an opportunity for public marine transit.  
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Like Sound Transit, Expedia Group is driven by the mission of efficiently connecting people to 
places, and we are grateful to provide input on the scoping process. We respectfully urge the 
Board to give further consideration to Ballard Link’s Representative Alignment or other “mix-
and-match” alternatives that maintain an above-grade station at Smith Cove at Prospect Street.  
 
Please feel free to contact me at rilazaro@expediagroup.com or 206-660-8227 with any further 
questions.  
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Richard de Sam Lazaro 
Northwest Government Affairs Manager 
Expedia Group



Harbor Island 
Machine Works, Inc. 
Precision Machining I CNC Equipment 

March 6, 2019 

To: Sound Transit Elected leadership Group and 
Stakeholder Advisory Group 

Re: Environmental Impact Statement Comments Against the North Crossing 
of the Duwamish for the West Seattle and Ballard Link Extension 

I wish to goon record with my comments against the current alternative ofthe "North 
Cross!ng" of the Du•ivamish v,;aterway as part ofthe West Seattle and Ballard Link Extension. 

1} The negative effects of the "North Crossing" on general commercial and private ground 
transportation, would be far greater than the other alternatives. The existing problems 
with transportation thru the proposed footprint of this alternative already have a 
negative effect on the local businesses and commuters, and the additional reduction in 
traffic corridors to access areas north of this alternative would only create even more 
problems. With the recent announcement of the Berth Modification Project at Terminal 
~~the Port of Seattle will create even more traffic thru this corridor, and any additional 
re~strictions nn traffic flow will have an even greater economic cost. As was determined 
almost 40 years ago, when the High level West Seattle Bridge was "layed" out to follow 
almost the same route as the "North Crossing" alternative, the option to the south was 
9 better solution for everyone involved. 

2) The added cost of $300 million from what was presented to the voters, before the 
project even starts, should be of concern to all taxpayers effected by this project. 
Recent local examples of the estimated cost of government transportation projects, 
compared to the far greater amounts that these projects will actually end up costing the 
taxpayers, surround us. Starting off with adding additional costs, for an alternative that 
has so many additional negative economic effects in the area does not make any sense. 

3) I also urge that the "North Crossing" alternative be removed from consideration due to 
the fact it's location must cross thru an ongoing EPA Superfund site, and the added costs 
that must be passed on to the taxpayer due to that. With the limited information I 
could gather from the website, and from asking your representatives, it appears the 
southern alternatives would bypass this superfund site. 

4) The "North Crossing" alternative would also have a very direct negative impact on my 
family business, Harbor Island Machine Works, that was started in 1950. Our business is 
a machine shop that specializes in the machining of larger parts. We currently can 
perform turning operations on parts up to 20 feet in diameter, and milling operations on 
parts that measure up to 20 feet by 10 feet. Along with these large machines goes the 
lifting capacity to handle parts up to 80,0001bs at one time. As you can imagine, the 
machines capable of performing this work are very large, and must be attached to a 
foundation that keeps the entire structure of the machine in line at all times. Being 

3431 11th Avenue S.W. • Seattle, Washington 98134-1007 
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forced to relocate the business, and with it all the machines currently in place, would be 
an extremely costly endeavor. In addition, our current location is central to a large 
portion of our business; the Maritime Industry. Being located on Harbor Island, which is 
central to many local businesses that provide support to this industry, has benefited 
numerous of our customers as well the maritime industry in general. We have 
performed work for the largest shipyard in our area, Vigor, for many years, including 
machine work on the rudder for a Coast Guard Icebreaker, which weighed 75,000 lbs 
and large enough that transporting it further than us would have been extremely 
difficult. We also support, Sound Propeller, Western Towboat (Northland Services), Foss 
Shipyard, Duwamish Shipyard, just to name a few. While the maritime industry is a 
large part of our business, it is not the only industry we support. Do to our large and 
unique capabilities we also do work for the power generation industry, aerospace and 
space industry, nuclear industry, and naval construction industry, along with many other 
local manufacturing industries in regards to the tooling they need to manufacture their 
products. Customer's such as Blue Origin, SpaceX, Exotic Metals Forming, 
Bradken/Atlas, Hilton Valve, Electroimpact and Tadco, to name just a few that have 
been using our services for decades. While they may be able to find alternatives to 
some of the services we provide them locally, they will not be able to find alternatives 
for a number of the services we provide. Any disruption of our business activities for a 
period of time, or discontinuation for that matter, will create a hardship for many of our 
customers. 

In summary I strongly urge you to remove the "North Crossing" from the alternatives being 
considered for the West Seattle and Ballard Link Extension Duwamish Crossing. 

Michael T. DeFaccio, President 
Harbor Island Machine Works, Inc. 
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Communication ID: 348495 
 

 

From: Harbor Island Machine Works 
 

 

Scoping Comment:  

 

March 13, 2019  

To: Sound Transit Board: wsblink@soundtransit.org  

wsbscopingcomments@soundtransit.org  

Wsblinkparticipate.online  

The Seattle Times  

RE:  Light Rail Expansion  

It is with considerable fatigue that I find it necessary to again be defending my Harbor Island property 

and the business with which I am associated from actions by government entities. Hopefully a brief 

history of the challenges Harbor Island Machine Works has had to overcome in order to survive 

during its 70 year existence will lend credence to my claim.  

The saga began in the first half of the 20th century when the U.S. Navy began operations on and up‐

stream from Harbor Island in the Duwamish River.  These activities included handling large quantities 

of petroleum products and repairing electrical transformers. The U.S. Navy’s release of PCB’s and 

petrochemicals caused major contamination issues on Harbor Island and in the Duwamish and Elliott 

Bay.   This fact was either intentionally or inadvertently never made public, and over the next 4 

decades, many Harbor Island properties were acquired by innocent parties who were unaware of any 

contamination issues.  

Harbor Island Machine Works acquired its property in 1950 and grew to employ over 50 people and 

serviced industries employing many thousands of people.  Harbor Island Machine’s growth and 

success was the result of reinvesting profits back into the company and devoting resources to 

maintaining a safe, clean work environment, and to create jobs for the benefit of the local economy.  

Then, in the 1970s, the Port of Seattle, in its zeal to expand, started a campaign to convince the public 

that the Port could provide more public benefit than could private businesses.  At that time there 

were many large and small businesses occupying Harbor Island. The Port’s claims stated in their 

publication entitled “Impact” are now obviously ludicrous in view of the Port’s ultimate failure to 

replace the high paying jobs and tax revenues they displaced in their takeover of large portions of 

Harbor Island and nearby properties.  To protect our property and business we incurred considerable 

expense. We had to hire attorneys and a full‐time on‐site manager to deal with the Port issues, and 

devoted significant management time and effort in order to survive as a business. Ultimately, after a 

lengthy and expensive battle, Harbor Island Machine Works was able to prevent the Port from 



displacing it.  Had the Port prevailed, the business would have been shut down due to the major, 

uncompensated expense associated with relocation of our very large site‐specific equipment.  

Much to our surprise, in 1981, we again found it necessary to defend our property and business from 

another costly challenge:  Superfund designation of Harbor Island. Despite the fact that we did not 

contribute to the contamination of Harbor Island or the Duwamish waterway in any way, we were 

named a PRP’s under CERCLA/Superfund Law  because our property was surrounded by US Navy‐

created contamination. At the outset of the Superfund “conversation”, we (naively) felt confident that 

because we had not contributed to the contamination on Harbor Island we would be excluded from 

the clean‐up liability.  We believed that the Federal government would acknowledge that a federal 

agency was responsible for a major portion of the contamination and would therefore pay for clean 

up along with a few other parties known to have caused the contamination. Such has not been the 

case, and to date our company has expended in excess of 1 million dollars to comply with EPA 

demands. CERCLA law applies the principle of “joint and several” liability to ALL parties within the 

“red line” boundaries of a Superfund ‐‐ while holding the federal government harmless.  

The next episode in our saga involved the City of Seattle’s effort to make much needed improvements 

to the Spokane Street transportation corridor.  We were supporters of the city’s plans for a high level 

crossing of the Duwamish river and willingly accepted the negative impacts the project had on our 

business.  We felt the resulting benefits to the West Seattle community generated by the West 

Seattle Freeway project justified some sacrifice on our part. As it turned out, the construction process  

was very disruptive to our business operations and damaging to our sensitive equipment. Pile driving 

with high energy impact equipment damaged the foundations of our massive machines and they 

could not be operated as a result seismic disturbances from construction activities.    

Now, in March of 2019, Sound Transit is considering acquiring some of our property for a light rail line 

accessing West Seattle.  The project is basically a redo of the once voter‐rejected light rail extension. 

The “new” proposal is considering a “north crossing” of the Duwamish.  Selection of this route would 

force Harbor Island Machine Works out of business as condemnation would provide compensation 

only for confiscated property and would not provide compensation for the estimated $8 million 

dollars it would cost to move our machines and to restore them to operational condition on a new 

site. We would be forced to sue to recover costs for business interruption and moving costs.  Some 40 

years ago when the Port of Seattle first sought to condemn our property, expert testimony revealed 

that the costs of moving and business interruption exceeded fair market value of the real estate by a 

factor of 6. Harbor Island Machine Works utilizes very large machine tools that require enormous and 

complex foundations and lengthy assembly procedures.  

The Duwamish Crossing chart comparing the three light rail routing alternatives states that each 

alternative “could displace businesses that supports trade”.  It should be revised to state that the 

North Crossing alternative “eliminates businesses that support trade” due to the  uncompensated 

costs of relocation.  

Moreover, the environmental impacts of the north crossing to the Duwamish wetlands are ignored.   

Increased “shading” of the west and east waterways would be a direct result of the project. The North 



Crossing Alternative (NCA)  is in direct conflict with the State of Washington’s efforts to reduce 

shading of near shore and waterway fish habitat. Millions of dollars have been spend by various 

authorities in this effort.  The South Crossings have nominal shading impact because of their close 

proximity to existing structures.  

Finally, there is NO MENTION in the North Crossing Alternative (NCA) that it entails significant dangers 

to human health and the environment as construction activity would occur inside the highly 

contaminated Superfund site. The EPA concluded that the only practical way to reduce human 

exposure to the surface and subsurface contaminants was to cap all of Harbor Island by paving the 

entire surface of the island.  Disturbing that pavement cap will release highly toxic PCB’s, lead, and 

petroleum contaminants into the environment and into the Duwamish River. Wherever construction 

penetrates the cap, there is risk to the environment and the public, especially to construction workers 

assigned to the project. Furthermore, construction inside the SF boundary will be enormously 

expensive relative to non‐superfund site construction options.  

All routing alternatives following the West Seattle Freeway corridor are inferior to a route which 

avoids the Harbor Island Superfund site. A crossing of the Duwamish approximately 1 mile further 

south would:  

serve a greater population base (South Park, White Center, High Point, South Seattle Community 

College, Delridge and the southern portions of West Seattle),  

2.  be significantly less expensive to build given it would not entail as much elevated structure as the 

NCA and would not entail containment actions required for construction inside the Superfund zone,  

3.  avoid the  and environmental and health hazards that would result from building inside the 

Superfund boundary, and  

4.  Use of Superfund property by any entity, public or private, would result in the RTA/County being 

named as PRP’s and they would thus become responsible for a percentage of the long‐term cleanup 

of Harbor Island.     

For all of these reasons, the North Crossing should not be considered a viable alternative.  

Having borne huge burdens for decades as a result of irresponsible and ill‐conceived government 

actions, our business is again  being forced to defend its right to exist.  We are forced into a position 

to take legal action, work with the media, attend meetings, and do whatever else may be necessary to 

inform the public of the very real issues that have been overlooked in considering a North Crossing of 

the Duwamish.  We must, at our own expense, point out to decision‐makers and the public the real 

costs that have been neglected by the “official” RTA analyses.  

Sincerely,  

Lauren T DeFaccio  

Sheryl J. DeFaccio  

  Harbor Island Machine Works, Inc.  



  3431 11th Ave. S.W.  

  Seattle, WA  98134 

 



March 22, 2019

West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions
(c/o Lauren Swift)
Sound Transit,
401 S. Jackson Street,
Seattle, WA 98104-2826
Sent by Email: wsbscopingcomments@soundtransit.org

Dear Lauren Swift,

The following are our remarks for the Scoping DEIS comment period for the West 
Seattle and Ballard Sound Transit Link Extensions.

The International Longshore and Warehouse Union Local 19 (ILWU 19) represents 
maritime workers who handle the loading and unloading of vessel cargo throughout the 
Port of Seattle. Our work on the Port terminals terminals 18, 25, 30, 46, 86, 105, and a 
soon to be revitalized Terminal 5 near West Seattle include: the movement, storage, and 
inventorying of cargo; on dock cargo rail operations; and delivering and taking cargo 
deliveries from over the road truck drivers (who in turn, service the rail gateways in 
Seattle, as well as destinations throughout the region via I-90, I-5, SR 99, SR 509, SR 
599, SR 519, East Marginal Way S., West Marginal Way S., and other routes in Seattle 
designated by the Seattle Freight Master Plan.) 

Our members are also employed to work the Port of Seattle’s seasonal cruise vessels at 
Terminals 66, 90, and 91 (on board and dock operations). Our workforce has been 
dispatched to maritime work for many generations since 1934 through a full referral 
dispatch hall. This activity is tied strongly to the existing topography and built 
environment and cannot be relocated, whereas cargo itself can be easily rerouted to 
other port facilities, especially in Canada.

Discovering the impacts and possible disruptions by ST3 is of serious concern to us, in 
our efforts to preserve and enhance our members’ job security as well as their 
contribution to the regional economy through the wealth they generate for the 
employers and related tax revenue. Providing reliable labor and service to the global 
shipping lines that call on our marine terminals, as well as the tourism and customer 
driven cruise lines, is a key factor in retaining this business and growing employment 
opportunities for our members and other workers who benefit from the economic 
multipliers (“induced” and “indirect” jobs)

Our members’ livelihoods are dependent upon the viability of the freight supply chain 
within our region, the preservation of land uses and freight corridors that facilitate and 
support marine cargo and related manufacturing activity in Seattle, and the recognition 
by your agency of the crucial role of this economic activity within our $38bn+ statewide 
maritime economy. As our region experiences continued growth that ST3 is designed to 
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accommodate, we must consider the impacts of this growth on the efficiency and 
viability of the local and regional cargo supply chain, including impacts from the 
construction, operation, and commercial real estate development patterns resulting from 
ST3’s West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions.

How Transit Oriented Development is designed, planned, and implemented in crucial 
near-Port “first-last” mile freight corridors should correspond and support (not displace) 
industrial land use designations and the related jobs within the Duwamish and Ballard-
Interbay Manufacturing Industrial Centers (particularly in SoDo, Harbor Island, and 
Interbay), and play a role in the future of the viability of our Port and the livelihoods of 
our members and generations to come.

In has come to our attention that an additional proposed line to West Seattle from the 
SoDo industrial district was proposed after early scoping comments were received, and 
other line alternatives had been removed. One of these includes a line north of Spokane 
St. proposed through Terminals 18, the ingress/egress at Terminal 5 (which will be 
under construction shortly), and Terminal 20/25. The siting of these segments through 
these facilities would be catastrophic for our state’s marine cargo business in the Port of 
Seattle and the Puget Sound Gateway, would constrain international trade throughout 
our state and region, and result in local living wage job loss. 

We urge the removal of this option from consideration, and the reintroduction of the 
“Purple” line as illustrated in Phase 2 of the Stakeholder Advisory Group’s discussions 
and documents, for the purpose of full evaluation in the DEIS.

We would like to call attention to ST’s Early Scoping Information Report (February 
2018), under 1.3.1 (“Purpose and Need”) decision making policy criteria:

Under “Purpose”:

• “Connect regional growth centers as described in adopted regional and local land 
use, transportation, and economic development plans and Sound Transit’s 
Regional Transit Long-Range Plan (Sound Transit, 2014).”

• “Encourage equitable and sustainable urban growth in station areas through support 
of transit-oriented development, station access, and modal integration in a manner 
that is consistent with local land use plans.”

• “Preserve and promote a healthy environment by minimizing adverse impacts on the 
natural and built environments through sustainable practices.”

Under “Need”:

• “Increasing roadway congestion on transit routes between downtown Seattle, West 
Seattle, and Ballard will continue to degrade transit performance and reliability. “



• “Regional and local plans call for increased residential and employment density at and 
around HCT stations, and increased options for multi-modal access.”

The policy positions between Purpose and Need are contradictory, and sends a mixed 
message that preferred alternatives will amply consider local land use and 
transportation plans, and avoid adverse impacts on the built environment when these 
conflict with desired to leverage commercial density around transit stations located in 
industrial zones. We would like to see this contradiction resolved in the DEIS, which will 
preserve and protect the growth of maritime and industrial jobs in the MICs.

Given the above concerns, the scoping for the Sound Transit Link Extensions West 
Seattle and Ballard EIS should include data to account for and mitigate/eliminate all 
impacts:

• Policy and actual impacts of Transit Oriented Development in the existing built 
environment, and possible changes to the Seattle Comprehensive Plan, in relation to 
the Port Container Element mandated by the WA Growth Management Act;

• Policy and actual impacts of Transit Oriented Development to freight mobility, and 
possible changes to the City of Seattle’s Freight Master Plan;

• Policy and actual impacts of Transit Oriented Development to the conservation of 
urban industrial lands in Seattle to other non conforming uses, and possible impacts 
to the Manufacturing Industrial Center (DMIC, BIMIC) designations;

• Policy and actual impacts of Transit Oriented Development, and possible changes 
changes of use in the City of Seattle’s industrial zoning (IG1, IG2, IC, IB) and land use 
codes and/or Comprehensive Plan elements supporting the preservation of these 
uses, particularly when non conforming uses are a justification from removing the 
industrial designation from the zoning;

• Policy and actual impacts of Transit Oriented Development, and changes to the Puget 
Sound Regional Council’s Vision 2040 policies as they relate to Manufacturing 
Industrial Centers and freight mobility (Ballard-Interbay, Duwamish, North Tukwila);

• Policy and actual impacts of Transit Oriented Development as they impact freight 
routes designated by the WSDOT, and possible changes to the WA state Freight 
Master Plan and other policy issues governed by FMSIB/WSDOT for the impacted 
areas;

• Policy and actual impacts of Transit Oriented Development on the built environment, 
and possible changes to the King County Comprehensive Plan relating to urban 
industrial land use and freight mobility;



• Policy consideration of the contradictions between the following directives in the Early 
Scoping Information Report, and resolution on the basis of minimal impacts to the 
current land use and freight mobility policies referenced above:

“Encourage equitable and sustainable urban growth in station areas
through support of transit-oriented development, station access, and
modal integration in a manner that is consistent with local land use
plans.” [emphasis ours],

and (vs.):

“Regional and local plans call for increased residential and
employment density at and around HCT stations, and increased
options for multi-modal access.”;

• Permanent and temporary construction impacts, and all operational impacts, and risk 
of displacement of all current marine, manufacturing, warehouse, and logistics 
economic activity within areas designated for Transit Oriented Development and all 
areas within 1/2 mile of the stations;

• Permanent and temporary construction impacts, and all operational impacts, 
concerning displacement of all current marine, manufacturing, warehouse, and 
logistics economic activity in areas between port/marine/rail terminals, and zones 
designated for Transit Oriented Development;

• Permanent and temporary construction impacts, and all operational impacts, in terms 
of restricting growth of maritime and marine activities generally within the Port of 
Seattle’s land use and transportation footprint;

• Permanent and temporary construction impacts, and all operational impacts, for major 
freight corridors, including but not limited to Spokane Street, West Marginal Way, East 
Marginal Way, 1st Ave S., 4th Ave S., S Lander St., Holgate St., S. Royal Brougham 
Way, 6th Ave S., Airport Way S., Horton St., I-5, I-90, SR 99, SR 509, S. Michigan, 
and corresponding intersections/interchanges (including elements Phase 1 and 
proposed Phase 2 of the heavy haul corridor network);

• Permanent and temporary construction impacts, and all operational impacts, on 
parking on Spokane St., between 1st Ave S., and West Seattle Trail Fishing Dock 
under the Spokane St. viaduct (relating to current uses at 3440 East Marginal Way, 
parking for job dispatch), including the potential for “hide and ride”;

• Permanent and temporary construction impacts, and all operational impacts, on 
parking on East Marginal Way under SR 99, between Spokane St. and Horton St. 
(relating to current uses at 3440 East Marginal Way, parking for job dispatch), 
including the potential for “hide and ride”;



• Permanent and temporary construction impacts, and all operational impacts, for 
ingress/egress to Terminals 18 and 5, assuming peak capacity utilization for each, 
including streets leading to and from all gates at each terminal and Spokane St.,

• Permanent and temporary construction impacts, and all operational impacts, on 
ingress/egress to the BNSF SIG rail yards and Union Pacific rail yard;

• Permanent and temporary construction impacts, and all operational impacts, to 
operations and access toTerminal 86 (Louis-Dreyfus);

• Permanent and temporary construction impacts, and all operational impacts to cruise 
ship operations at Terminals 90/91 with regard to freight (stores) delivery, and 
passenger/ luggage transport to and from SeaTac International Airport, including Elliot/
15th Ave W, currently utilized parking lots, and all practicable routes linking these, 
between the hours of 4am and 4pm;

• Permanent and temporary construction impacts, and all operational impacts to cruise 
ship operations at Terminal 66, with regard to practicable routes linking freight (stores) 
delivery, and passenger/luggage transport to and from SeaTac International Airport;

• Permanent and temporary construction impacts, and all operational impacts to and 
risk assessment of the economic displacement of maritime, manufacturing, 
warehouse, and logistics land use activity within the DMIC and BINMIC, and risks of 
loss of Port marine tenants at Terminals 18, 25, 30, 46, 90, and 91 (including terminal 
90/91 “uplands”) resulting from such displacements;

• Permanent and temporary construction impacts, and all operational impacts on 
logistics supply chains within a three mile radius from dock side on all modes (truck 
and rail) from Terminals 5, 18, 25, 30, 46, and 105;

• Potential of industrial sprawl in suburban, exurban, and rural areas which may occur 
as a result of any displacement of industrial and logistics activity within the DMIC and 
BINMIC.

• Potential for disruption and displacement of activities at Terminal 18, due to 
permanent and temporary construction impacts, and all operational impacts, including, 
but not limited to: impacts of gate access, impacts to surface street queuing, impacts 
on terminal access for employees, impacts to international shipping schedules as a 
result of the aforementioned;

• Potential for disruption and displacement of activities at Terminal 5, due to permanent 
and temporary construction impacts, and all operational impacts including, but not 
limited to: disruption of terminal construction and modernization including time delays 
for Phase 2 construction of Terminal 5, impacts to gate access, impacts to surface 
street queuing, impacts on terminal access for employees, impacts to international 
shipping schedules as a result of the aforementioned;



• Permanent and temporary construction impacts, and all operational impacts that 
would disrupt dispatch activities for the workers employed by shippers and terminal 
operators in the Port of Seattle, from the ILWU 19 hiring hall facility at 3440 East 
Marginal Way S., including: delays that will result in late shift starts (and in turn, delay 
of international ship calls), construction impacts that will temporarily encumber 
employees from being present for AM and PM dispatch times for job assignments 
(5:30 am to 9:00 am, and from 4:00 pm to 6:00 pm, 7 days per week), and reduced 
parking for employment related meetings;

• Impacts to freight mobility, maritime activities, and the growth of these activities 
through the construction and operation of an elevated option over the ship canal, in 
comparison with the tunnel option.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment on this important and
beneficial transportation project for the region.

Best,

John Persak
For the International Longshore and Warehouse Union Local 19

cc: MLK Labor, Mayor Jenny Durkan, CM Lisa Herbold, County CM Claudia Balducci, 
Port of Seattle Commission President Stephanie Bowman.



Communication ID: 343900 
 

 

From: Bob Gillespie 
 

 

Scoping Comment:  

We've supported much of Sound Transit's work throughout this region, even that which has directly 

impacted, in a negative way, our properties on Lander Street in Seattle.  As the agency considers 

Phase 3, we would like to add the support of our partnership, on behalf of the 120 employees in the 

eleven businesses we house, for an alignment that minimizes the already significant impact Phase one 

had on our businesses.   It appears that an elevated station and alignment down the E3 busway can 

ease the impacts to existing business.  It gives them an even chance of surviving the significant 

construction process that will occur in a few years.  

Is it more expensive? Yes, but this has never been shown to be an impediment to Sound Transit's 

decision making process in the past.  An elevated system will allow the vast potential that exists in 

private property around the SODO station to be realized on behalf of future residents of this area.  A 

significant growth in jobs can be created in higher densities around future station development.  As 

such, we favor what I believe is referred to as ST3 Representative Project Alternative Segment SODO.  

Thank you  

Bob Gillespie  

Lander Street Partners LLC  

P.O. Box 129, Bellevue 98009‐0129 
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CAUTION: This email originated from a contact outside Sound Transit. Remember, do not click any links
or open any attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. Report any
suspicious email by clicking the “fish” button in Outlook. Thank you! ST Information Security
Ms. Swift- Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the ST3 scoping.  I’m writing in support of the
important issues outlined in the scoping comment letter submitted by the Alliance for Pioneer Square.  

As an owner of 5 buildings in Pioneer Square and one in SoDo, we care deeply that Sound Transit
continue a thoughtful process to study all reasonable alternatives and their impacts, especially to these
historic districts.  The CID and Pioneer Square are important cultural and economic districts and require
special consideration.  

I also believe this program affords an important opportunity to connect our various transit modes with a
thoughtful location and station design at King Street, which will benefit transit ridership significantly for
all modes if done well.  

Lastly, as an owner of several protected historic buildings in Pioneer Square which will be impacted by
this project, I request to be a party to the Section 106 consultation process.  

Respectfully, 

Ryan Smith
Martin Smith Inc
1932 1st Ave
Suite 1000
Seattle, WA 98101
(206) 521-0506
On behalf of MSI Provident LLC,
MSI First & King LLC, Burke-State Bldg., LLC, and Drummond LLC
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Resolution in Support of the ST3 West Seattle Link that will be the Least  
Disruptive to Maritime Activities 

 

Whereas: The Sound Transit Board is currently considering the construction of the Sound Transit 3 (ST3) 

West Seattle Link (Downtown-SoDo-West Seattle) as part of a $54bn project approved by the citizens of 

Pierce, Snohomish, and Martin Luther King Jr. County,  

Whereas, this phase of construction will provide thousands of union jobs and apprenticeships for 

construction and other trades through 2035, 

Whereas, Terminal 18 in the Port of Seattle, under the Northwest Seaport Alliance, also provides and 

supports thousands of union jobs in the maritime industry, 

Whereas, the siting of the ST3 West Seattle Link east-west segment between Delridge and 1st Ave S. will 

impact freight mobility and cargo movement to and from Terminals 18 and a modernized Terminal 5 in 

2024, due to construction impacts, 

 

Whereas, we want the ST3 project completed on time with the maximum utilization of union labor, while 

preserving the viability of our marine terminals through mitigation, 

Whereas, the proposed east-west routes, located south of S. Spokane St., provide the necessary balance of 

maximizing construction jobs and lessening impacts on marine terminal jobs and operations, 

And Whereas Sound Transit will begin DEIS scoping in February of 2019 and make a determination by 

April 2019 for their preferred alternative for this route, and will need to consider mitigation in this 

determination,  

Be It Therefore Resolved, 

That MLK Labor is on record in support of the ST3 West Seattle Link that will be the least disruptive to 

maritime activities during and after the construction phase, and will encourage the Sound Transit Board in 

selecting a preferred option least disruptive to Port maritime terminals and other cargo operations, 

Be It Further Resolved, That MLK Labor will educate our elected officials on the Sound Transit Board, the 

Sound Transit Elected Leadership Group, the Port of Seattle/Northwest Seaport Alliance, City of Seattle, 

MLK Jr County Council, and other government entities on the concerns raised herein, 

Be It Finally Resolved, that MLK Labor shall communicate the intent of this resolution in writing to the 

above elected officials in a timely manner. 

 





Neptune Pacific and Associates, LLC. 
P.O. Box 17464 

Seattle, WA   98127 
 

March 30, 2019 
 
West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions 
c/o Lauren Swift, Sound Transit 
South Jackson St.  
Seattle, WA   98104 
 

Re:  Scoping Comments 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I write as a property owner in Interbay, whose family purchased the property at 3425-16th Ave 
W, Seattle, in the late 1970’s and the adjacent lot to the north in the mid-1990’s. Currently, the 
drawings for the Interbay light rail station is positioned on top of our property. Please consider the 
tunnel option to retain my family’s property and negate negative effects it will have on the thriving 
industrial community of Interbay.   

There is not much in the way of Industrial Land left in Seattle. In fact, evicted industrial 
businesses displaced by the South Lake Union development a few years ago attempted to relocate to 
Interbay. Unfortunately, only one business was able to do so because of extremely limited availability. If 
the light rail is built through the Interbay industrial community, the same displacement of businesses 
will occur. Additionally, the space beneath the bridge that is being considered for “use” will not be able 
to be used for industrial businesses. There are ideas about placing parks or green space under the 
bridge, but again this is taking away industrial area. Also, there will not be room for a light rail and 
Interbay industry to coexist unless a tunnel station is built. It is better to invest more money to 
implement an effective long-term plan, than it is to waste money on a bridge with expensive upkeep 
that is not environmentally friendly.  

The tunnel solution will allow a long-term healthy relationship between Interbay industry, 
workers, owners and the clients of Seattle they serve. If people are not able to work locally or their 
business is not local because their jobs have been displaced by the light rail, you are effectively 
contributing to increased commute times and increasing the already horrendous Seattle traffic. Please 
reconsider the tunnel option; it will reduce noise and provide Interbay industrial workers with an 
alternate route to their work. Woohoo!!! This is a win-win for everyone! 

Thank you for your consideration of preserving existing businesses that serve our Seattle 
communities. For the tunnel, please take a look at the already city owned property (south side of 
Bertona on 17th side) and other undeveloped property in the area, as a station. Thank you for your 
consideration.  

 
Sincerely, 

Kari Guddal - Managing Partner 
Cell Phone: 206-790-1780 
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April 2, 2019     
Sound Transit 
c/o Lauren Swift 
401 S. Jackson St.  
Seattle, WA 98104 
 
Email to: wsbscopingcomments@soundtransit.org 
 
Subject:  Sound Transit Ballard Link Extension Scoping, April 2019 
 
Stakeholder Advisory Group, Elected Leadership Group, and Sound Transit Board Members:  
 
On behalf of the North Seattle Industrial Association (NSIA) we appreciate the presentations and 
information provided by Sound Transit staff. We understand that Sound Transit is requesting 
comments on the West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions; Purpose and Need, alternatives 
development, the ST3 representative project, and impacts or benefits seen under elements of an 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).   
 
The Ballard Link Extension enters the heart of one of Seattle’s major industrial centers that 
supports approximately 73,000 jobs, contributes 24% of B&O taxes and 32% of taxable sales.  
Industrial lands must be protected in order to maintain this important segment of the economy.   
The maritime industry sectors are dependent on proximity to each other; the loss of one industry 
as a direct impact will impact other maritime industries with loss of services.  In other words, 
there are industries that cannot be relocated and maintain a viable maritime industry.  
 
The maritime industry, industrial sector and the Port of Seattle are dependent on an efficient 
transportation system.  The movement of freight is a vital component of transportation and the 
economy.  Industrial lands, freight movement, truck mobility, and safety for all modes requires 
that the unique characteristics of an industrial environment and unique characteristics of freight 
movement and truck mobility be addressed through all elements of project development.   
 
Our comments are provided below relative to the Purpose and Need, the ST3 Representative 
Project Ballard Extension, the Alternatives Development Report, February 2019, the 
visualizations and alternative alignments provided on Sound Transit’s project website, and 
elements of an EIS. We requested engineering plan sheets to review potential impacts to 
industrial lands but only received links to the alignments provided on the project web site. We 
understand from Sound Transit staff that the design work is at a very “high-level” of conceptual 
design. We have an overarching concern that the level of conceptual design is not adequate in 
level of detail to select a preferred alternative.  
 
Request to include 20th/Tunnel Level 2 Alternative in the EIS 
 
The NSIA sees clear environmental benefit to the tunnel options.  We have significant concerns 
with the impacts to both maritime industries, the displacement of Coastal Transportation, and to 
15th Avenue NW as a major truck route serving the Ballard Interbay Northend Manufacturing 
and Industrial Center (BINMIC).  The industries in the BINMIC cannot tolerate further erosion 
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of capacity and mobility for truck movement on 15th Avenue NW. A light rail station on 20th 
Avenue NW would be more compatible with the City of Seattle comprehensive plan and policies 
and serve the heart of the Ballard community. The evaluation criteria and summary tables in the 
West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions, Level 2 Alternatives Development and Screening, 
October 2018 lack transparency in disclosing why the alternative was dropped. Significant 
environmental, land use, and rider benefits are achieved with the 20th/Tunnel Alternative (and a 
station on 20th Avenue NW). The distinguishing factor is the cost, which is based on only a very 
conceptual level cost estimate. We encourage you to distinguish between “Agency Preferred 
Alternatives” (that could include costs) and “Environmentally Preferred Alternative” (that should 
not include costs) as Sound Transit moves forward with the EIS.   
 
Purpose and Need 
 
The current Project purpose and need statement is entirely focused on regional need for 
alternative modal travel.  We support the purpose of the project to provide regional mobility and 
carry the increasing travel demand by light rail to reduce future traffic demand on city streets.  
However, a major infrastructure project with local funding must also be consistent with adopted 
plans and programs.  We offer the following additions to the Purpose and Need due to the 
proximity of the Ballard Interbay Northend Manufacturing and Industrial Center (BINMIC) and 
industrial lands within the project area.  
 
Purpose: 
Modify the third bullet to include manufacturing/industrial centers as follows: 

 Connect regional growth centers and manufacturing/industrial centers as described in 
adopted regional & local land use, transportation, and economic development plans and 
Sound Transit’s Regional Transit Long-Range Plan 

 
Please add the following bullet to the Purpose & Need statement: 

 Build and operate the light rail extension to preserve and protect the industrial economy 
by protecting industrial lands and local and regional freight mobility.  Protect freight 
routes to ensure safe operations, improved travel time and reliability of goods movement 
to, within and between Seattle’s MICs and urban villages.  

 
Need: 

 Minimize conflict between truck and nonmotorized modes to protect public safety.  
 
ST3 Representative Project – Ballard Extension 
 
The Elliott Avenue W and 15th Avenue W/NW corridor, the aorta of our community, has 63,800 
vehicles crossing the Ballard Bridge (https://data.seattle.gov/Transportation/Traffic-Counts/3dfs-
acmc/data), over double the traffic of Martin Luther King Way South.  Truck volume on 15th 
Avenue W/NW is approximately 5,000 per day south of the Ballard Bridge and 2,500 per day 
north of the Bridge.  (City of Seattle Freight Master Plan, 2014) The corridor has become 
congested on a daily basis and is becoming more so.  The Interbay neighborhood is projected to 
grow similarly.  North-south corridors are limited in Seattle and the Ballard Bridge is limited in 
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capacity to carry traffic while open and further restricts traffic during maritime closings.  Our 
concerns with the representative project are listed below.  

1. An at-grade alignment within the 15th Avenue W/NW corridor will severely limit local 
and regional mobility for truck movements to and from industrial lands both during 
construction and permanently.  A reduction in mobility, with increasing traffic congestion 
due to planned growth, is intolerable.  

2. The NSIA prefers the alignment to the west of 15th Avenue W/NW through the Interbay 
segment.  

3. Bridge piers in an elevated section are either closely spaced, and therefore limit surface 
street mobility and restrict turn lanes or have longer spacing which greatly increases the 
size and cost of the super structure.  Taller elevated segments result in longer elevated 
segments. There can be no assumptions about the impacts or cost of elevated segments 
without an advanced level of design.   

4. Traffic impacts during construction, within the 15th Avenue W/NW corridor, will occur 
for multiple years.  The impacts to the industrial economy could reach devastating 
consequences.  There are no equivalent parallel corridors to serve large trucks (WB-67) 
and over-legal trucks.  

5. A reduction in capacity on the Elliott Avenue W and 15th Avenue W/NW arterials is 
unacceptable to the industrial, maritime, and freight community.   

6. There are no comparable north-south routes that provide the same level of utility for the 
BINMIC and transportation needs between the MICs, the regional economy, the national 
economy, and the maritime industry.  Therefore all surface street capacity and mobility 
must be maintained.   

7. We are concerned that the real costs of a bridge alternative over the Lake Washington 
Ship Canals are unknown.  Numerous design and construction constraints must be 
considered including but not limited to; salmon habitat and migration, the ultimate 
location with dimensions of a reconstructed Ballard Bridge, at-grade touch down points 
and aerial distance before touchdown, and the resulting pier placements.  A structure 
adjacent to the Ballard Bridge could limit access for future repairs or replacement of the 
Ballard Bridge.  

 
Alternatives Development – Elevated 
 
The NSIA has serious concerns that the level of design does not provided adequate information 
to understand the impacts and costs of the elevated alternative.  Sound Transit staff stated in a 
briefing to the NSIA on March 26, 2019 that the columns and foundations for the elevated 
structure and bridge across Salmon Bay were only conceptual and that the actual location and 
size were still unknow. We request that additional design and cost estimating be prepared before 
selecting the preferred alternative. We have the following concerns. The final route must 
enhance, and not diminish, the current and potential future traffic and truck carrying capacity of 
the entire 15th Avenue W/NW corridor, both during and after construction,   

1. Truck mobility must be maintained, or improved, for truck trips within, to, and from, the 
BINMIC.  Access by trucks to industrial areas must not be restricted,   

2. Station location alternatives should be developed to minimize conflict with truck 
movements.   
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3. The benefits or impacts to freight and truck mobility should be a key comparison of 
project alternatives.  

4. A tunnel alternative should be considered to minimize impacts during and after 
construction.  The length of time of construction should be a key consideration of traffic 
and congestion impacts.  

5. A bridge alternative should be developed that fully accounts for environmental impacts 
and mitigation and maximum reliability (minimize bridge openings) in order to fully 
account for costs of an elevated alternative relative to the tunnel alternative.   

6. A tunnel alternative could provide the benefit of moving spoils by barge, reducing costs 
relative to other tunnel projects and resulting fewer carbon emissions than moving by 
truck.  

7. Examine the reliability of Link service and the reliability of the Elliott Avenue W and 
15th Avenue W/NW corridor for freight movement in the analysis of benefits and impacts 
and compare alternatives.  

8. Cost estimates of tunnel construction could be lower by the time bids are requested for 
the tunnel construction due to rapidly advancing tunnel technology. While we would not 
expect Sound Transit to make this assumption, this potential further highlights the need 
for additional design work and cost estimating to be able to evaluate the clear tunnel 
benefits relative to an incremental cost increase, which could be paid by a third party.  

 
 
Elements of an Environmental Impact Statement 
 
Transportation 

1. Plans and Policies 
a) Evaluate relevant plans and policies from Seattle’s Comprehensive Plan relevant to 

the BINMIC and industrial land uses across alternatives.  
b) Evaluate relevant plans and policies from Seattle’s Transportation plan relevant to the 

BINMIC and industrial land uses. 
c) Present and summarize Seattle’s Freight Master Plan, present the freight network, and 

truck streets, over-legal routes, and connections to routes for hazardous materials 
transport.  15th Avenue W/NW provides connection to Alaskan Way the only north-
south route for hazardous materials through Seattle.  

d) Identify spot and corridor freight improvements in the Freight Master Plan within the 
project area, in particular on 15th Avenue W/NW.  Ensure that these projects can be 
completed with the project alternative.  

2. Arterials and Local Streets 
a) All changes in geometrics or channelization and redistribution of traffic and truck 

volumes that occur with the project alternatives should include an analysis of impacts 
to truck mobility (circulation, geometrics, capacity, traffic volume by time of day, and 
increase in travel time for truck movements).   

 
3. Freight Mobility and Access 

a) Document truck street classifications; 15th Avenue W/NW is a major truck street, a 
seaport highway connector, and one of two north-south over-legal routes through 
Seattle.  
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b) Document truck volumes by vehicle classification on streets within the study area.  
c) Provide truck volume data by time of day for all approaches to study intersections and 

all intersections that could be affected by the project alternative.  
d) Prepare level of service analysis for the peak hour of truck volume for all 

intersections with classified truck streets.   
e) Ensure that intersection level of service analysis accounts for future bus volumes, bus 

priority signalization and pedestrian volumes.  
f) For arterials with an increase in traffic volume, provide an estimate of the increase in 

truck travel delay during the AM and PM peak hours, and the peak hour of truck 
traffic.  

g) Evaluate and compare for each alternative the hours of the day with LOS F 
congestion on the facilities that cross the Lake Washington Ship Canal  and include 
estimates of delay with bridge openings.   

h) Identify all changes to truck access at driveways, and including any turn restrictions 
that alter access to industrial areas.   

i) Show street and arterial design for elevated and at-grade segments.  Ensure that 
modifications to 15th Avenue W/NW integrate improvements in the Freight Master 
Plan.  

j) Document the existing rail line across the Lake Washington Ship Canal and evaluate 
any potential impacts with project alternatives.   

k) Document the Fishing Vessel Owners Association (FVOA) and their two marine 
ways that are directly west of the bridge.  These two rail systems (300 ton and 500 
ton) haul, about 50 vessels/year for repair on land,  and FVOA works on about 50 
vessels/year in the water.  The proposed light rail bridge should be designed to a level 
that will disclose if the columns for the light rail aerial structure touch down on the 
areas leased to FVOA and impacts avoided through design.   

 
4. Safety 

a) Identify intersection and driveway conflict points at locations used by trucks and non-
motorized vehicles.  

b) Evaluate sight distance at locations identified above.  
c) Collect truck volume data by time of day at locations identified above and forecast 

truck volumes.  Estimate nonmotorized volume at locations identified above.  
d) Identify any increase in risk to safety as in conflict with Seattle’s Vision Zero plan.  

 
5. Construction Impacts 

a) Given the length of time of construction; and the economic sensitivity of industrial 
lands to traffic, congestion, and mobility; prepare the above analysis for impacts 
during construction.   

b) Prepare and present construction constraints and the resulting construction time and 
phasing for the proposed bridge over the Lake Washington Ship Canal.  Use 
ecosystem data and information of fish habitat and fish migration, and pre-design of 
the bridge structure to determine a feasible construction plan given the construction 
complexity and constraints.   
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6. Indirect and Cumulative Impacts 
a) Include freight travel and truck mobility in the analysis of indirect and cumulative 

impacts.  
 
7. Mitigation 

a) Identify mitigation for identified decrease in truck mobility.  
b) Evaluate potential impacts of mitigation measures to truck mobility.  

 
Acquisitions, Displacements, and Relocations 

1. Analysis should include the interdependency of industrial businesses and the dependency 
of industrial businesses on a working waterfront.  The loss of one business may create a 
subsequent loss of interdependent businesses.  

2. Analysis should include the potential for economic impacts on industrial lands to induce 
acquisitions, displacements, and relocations.   

 
Land Use 

1. Clearly present the geographic area of the BINMIC.  
2. Clearly present the interdependent industrial land uses between the BINMIC and all other 

industrial areas in Seattle and regionally.   
3. Clearly present the interdependent industrial land uses, their dependency on the Seattle’s 

freight corridors and a working waterfront.  
4. Clearly present the freight network, truck volumes, and explain how freight movement on 

the freight network relates to the industrial land uses.  
5. Identify how any impacts to truck mobility caused by the project impacts the BINMIC 

industrial land uses.  
6. Present City of Seattle Comprehensive Plan policies relevant to the BINMIC and 

industrial land uses.  For example, LU 10.16 that states, “Prohibit uses that attract large 
numbers of people to the industrial area for nonindustrial purposes, in order to keep the 
focus on industrial activity and to minimize potential conflicts from the noise, nighttime 
activity, and truck movement that accompanies industrial activity.”   

7. Evaluate the potential for station locations to open up the industrial areas to non-
industrial uses which we oppose.   

8. Evaluate and present the City of Seattle neighborhood plan and policies for the 
Ballard/Interbay Northend Manufacturing & Industrial Center (BINMIC).  The policies 
are quite thorough and provide clear policy direction to provide truck and freight mobility 
through and within the BINMIC. 

9. BINMIC is headquarters to the North Pacific fishing fleet with vessels homeport at 
facilities on the Lake Washington Ship Canal and including Fishermen’s Terminal.  
Northwest Seaport plans for Fishermen’s Terminal should be considered with each 
alternative.  The plans include expanding the on-site roster of suppliers that serve the 
fishing fleets. Transportation, economic, and all other relevant elements of and EIS 
should be evaluated with any impacts to Fishermen’s Terminal and connecting 
transportation facilities (roadway, water, rail).  

10. The influence of station design and transit-oriented development on land use.  
11. Prepare a design that results in no net loss of industrial lands.  
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Economics 
1. Provide relevant economic data for the BINMIC including the quantity of industrial 

lands, types of industry, number of jobs and level of pay, and contribution to the regional 
economy.   

2. Provide relevant economic data for the maritime industry, which is of regional and 
national importance.   

3. Evaluate economic impacts on industrial lands and the maritime industry due to; 
acquisitions, displacements, and relocations, and whether or not these impacts can be 
mitigated.   

4. Evaluate economic impacts of decreased truck mobility and additional travel time 
impacts locally and regionally.   

 
Social Impacts, Community Facilities, and Neighborhoods 

1. Present and evaluate City of Seattle Comprehensive Plan policies relevant to protecting 
industrial jobs.   

2. Evaluate the impacts of job loss due to economic and land use impact to industrial lands.  
3. Evaluate the importance of the industrial community to the Ballard neighborhood.  

 
Air Quality 

1. Evaluate changes in local truck movement due to project alternatives and the potential 
increase truck travel and idle time on the street network and at intersections.  

2. Evaluate increase in truck travel time for regional movements due to reduction in 
capacity along alternative routes, and include this analysis in air quality analysis.  

3. Evaluate impacts described above for the peak of truck travel.  
 

Ecosystems 
1. Prepare analysis to present fish habitat and migration information and data in and through 

the Lake Washington Ship Canal.  Prepare adequate level of design for the proposed 
bridge over the Lake Washington Ship Canal to understand and disclose the length and 
phases of construction needed to avoid impacts to fish habitat and migration.   

 
Energy Impacts 

1. Include the factors described above for Air Quality to identify the increased energy 
consumption of increased truck travel, truck delay, and truck idling.  

 
Hazardous Materials 

1. Identify the existing movement of hazardous materials from industrial land uses.   
2. Identify the effect of mobility impacts, locally and regionally, on the movement of 

hazardous materials.  
3. Identify alternative movement of hazardous materials due to any restrictions to hazardous 

materials resulting from the project; including local constraints and reduction in capacity 
within alternative corridors.   

4. Identify reasonable mitigation of any Acquisitions, Displacements, and Relocations of 
industrial land uses with movement of hazardous materials.  
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Environmental Justice 
1. Evaluate environmental and social justice impacts to industrial jobs.  

 
Conclusions 
 
The concerns presented for the elevated alternative lead us to understand that the elevated 
alternative will increase in cost with further design and the relative cost to a tunnel alternative 
would narrow. The tunnel alternative provides significant benefits to protection of the industrial 
lands and maritime industry, the environment, and fish habitat. The benefits and real cost to 
achieve that benefit relative to the real cost of an elevated alternative should be well understood 
before selection of a preferred alternative.  
 
In summary, we request that freight movement and truck mobility be considered throughout the 
alternatives develop and analysis of the proposed project due to the significant industrial and 
maritime land use in the project area.  The economic value of these lands and industrial jobs 
warrants protection while evaluating alternatives for the Link light rail extension to Ballard.   
 
The NSIA recommends development of alternative alignments and greater transparency in 
presentation of the environmental benefits of alternatives. Cost estimates should be based on a 
higher level of design - preliminary engineering-  to provide more accurate information for the 
public and decision-makers. Alternatives should consider a corridor to the west of 15th Avenue 
W/NW; crossing the ship canal by means of a tunnel and construction an underground station in 
Ballard in the vicinity of 20th Avenue NW.   
 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 

 
 
Mr. Eugene Wasserman, President    
North Seattle Industrial Association    
3500 1st NW       
Seattle, WA   98107      
 
  
 
 Copies: Mayor Jenny Durkan, City of Seattle 

Seattle City Council Members:  Bruce Harrell, Lisa Herbold. Kshama Sawant,  
Rob Johnson, Debora Juarez, Mike O'Brien, Sally Bagshaw, Teresa Mosqueda,  
Lorena González 

   Seattle Freight Advisory Board via Chris Eaves, SDOT Advisory Board Liaison 
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northwest studio  

architects urban designers  

1402 3rd ave, no 808, seattle, wa 98101  

206.788.8155  

www.northweststudio.com  

To: West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions  

c/o Lauren Swift  

Sound Transit  

401 S. Jackson St.  

Seattle, WA 98104  

From: Northwest Studio, on behalf of Lynn Sweeney.  

RE: EIS Scoping Comment: Avalon Station  

Date: April 1, 2019  

Over four generations, the Sweeney family has assembled over 3.5 acres of property spanning six 
blocks in the West Seattle Triangle. The two northernmost blocks are currently home to the Alki 
Lumber & Hardware Co and adjacent to the future Avalon Station, indicated by the Level 3 
Alternatives developed for the Ballard to West Seattle Link Extension. Together with three additional 
Sweeney-owned blocks to the South that front both sides of 36th Ave SW, and one to the West along 
Fauntleroy Ave SW, these Alki Lumber sites form an unparalleled opportunity to provide  

new housing options, business spaces, and public realm improvements that can bring new riders to 
the Sound Transit network.  

The Sweeney family has initiated Seattle’s Master Use Permit process for the Alki Lumber sites, 
utilizing their full lot area and development potential, and it has begun a holistic master planning 
process for all of its properties in the Triangle, outlining key relationships and synergies that will tie 
each to the other in terms of program and expectations related to the delivery of potential benefits to 
the community, commercial tenants, and residents.  



Of the Level 3 Alternatives, an underground station at Avalon best supports the City’s, Sound 
Transit’s, and local community’s goals for the neighborhood. It provides significant opportunities for 
TOD surrounding the station it offers great potential for people-focused urban design and 
placemaking; and it limits potential impacts to businesses and residents during construction and 
beyond.  

Conversely, any elevated guideway, which would include large concrete structural bents and an 
overhead station, would have permanent deleterious impacts to the neighborhood and TOD 
potential, generating noise and vibration concerns, casting deep shadows, obstructing cherished 
views, and creating significant obstacles to pedestrian and vehicular mobility and urban design 
character, directly contravening the City’s desire to “integrate Fauntleroy Way in the neighborhood 
physically, aesthetically, and operationally, while at the same time maintaining its arterial  

functions.”2  

We look forward to working with Sound Transit through the EIS process to develop a common vision 
between our two projects that can continue to best serve the West Seattle community for future 
generations to come.  

1 Reference City of Seattle Actions, Goals, and Policies:  

“Action 5: Create partnerships with transit, developers/owners, and regional agencies to align TOD 
goals and actions,” City  

of Seattle Department of Planning and Development, “Implementing Transit Oriented Development in 
Seattle: Assessment  

and Recommendations for Action,” August 2013.  

“Encourage opportunities to provide affordable market rate housing in the neighborhood for Junction 
workers,” Seattle  

Comprehensive Plan, Policy WSJ-P15.  

Reference Sound Transit Goals: “Resolution R2018-10 Adopting an Equitable Transit Oriented 
Development Policy”  

“2.1.1 Goal Increase the value and effectiveness of transit by increasing transit ridership.”  

“2.1.5 Encourage the creation of diverse housing options near transit with priority to affordability  

“2.1.6 Encourage convenient, safe, Multimodal access to the transit system with an emphasis on 
nonmotorized access.” 2 City of Seattle Comprehensive Plan, Policy WSJ-P8. 
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April 2, 2019 
 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to offer comment on the scope of review that will be conducted as part 
of the EIS process for the West Seattle - Ballard Link Light Rail Extension.  

I write to you on behalf of PCC Logistics, a business that supports container terminal maritime 
industrial jobs and is a crucial component of the economic engine this sector represents to our local, 
regional, and state economies.  

Impacts to container cargo and other maritime operations on the Duwamish have long-lasting 
economic and quality of life implications. Competition for this cargo remains fierce, and shippers see 
even the possibility of short and long-term disruption as a reason to utilize other gateways. These 
disruptions affect our ability as an employer to both maintain and grow our business and to provide 
the family-wage jobs our region depends on. 

The transit services provided now and in the future by Sound Transit are critical to our ability to move 
goods more efficiently – efficient freight movement depends on an efficient transportation system, and 
we want to partner with you as you move forward into the next century.  

For the West Seattle portion of the alignment, our concern is the location of the crossing of the 
Duwamish.  A crossing north of the Spokane Street Corridor directly impact congestion in the gate 
entrances at both T-18 and T-5, which will be operational by your startup date.    

PCC Logistics is located at 3629 Duwamish Avenue South Seattle, WA. This location has been 
offering support services to the shippers that use the Port of Seattle marine terminals for the past 8 
years. PCC has operated at different locations in the Port of Seattle for over 20 years. 

Our Duwamish facility provides rail unload and reload operations to the largest exporters and 
importers in the U.S. We provide many different services in the port, including rail and container 
trans-loading, truck to container trans-loads, and containers to trucks headed into the mid-west. We 
also offer reworking services for damaged containers to all of the terminals in the Port of Seattle and 
all of the steam ship lines. Our location is ideal for providing prompt and reliable services to all of the 
shippers using this port.  

PCC has operations in Seattle, Tacoma, Oakland and LA. That level of coverage has made us the 
go-to provider for a majority of shippers of both Imports and Exports.       

Construction in public right-of-way would limit freight mobility for up to five years. If either the north or 
south side of Spokane Street is chosen, the effect will be detrimental to the main terminals in the Port 
of Seattle, as truck traffic and gate congestion are already recurring issues. 
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The closure of T-46 to be converted to a cruise ship terminal is just beginning now and those volumes 
will be shifting to T-18 for the short term. Once the retrofit of T-5 is complete, those steamship lines 
will shift to T-5. This has been assured by the signing of a 30 year contract with SSA to operate T-5 
along with their $250 million commitment to retrofit the terminal. All of this is very positive for the 
growth of the Port of Seattle. 

 Washington and surrounding states all the way into the Midwest are responsible for feeding a larger 
percentage of the world’s population this is dependent on the smooth operation of the port. As we 
saw in the last labor disruption the impact to the Apple industry over one season was in the billions. 
The construction is expected to last years and in my opinion will have long lasting effect.   

We ask that the Board recognize the significant impact a north crossing and south crossing in close 
proximity to Spokane Street would have on maritime industrial businesses in the region and include a 
thorough assessment of those impacts in the scoping process to allow for a true reckoning of costs – 
including short and long-term mitigation. 

For these reasons, we ask that the Board choose an alignment with a crossing well south of Spokane 
Street as the preferred alternative for the EIS, and ensure that such an alignment is included in the 
environmental review. 

This is why I support the Pigeon Ridge West Seattle tunnel route. I believe it has the least 
effect on the economic engine that is the Port of Seattle and the many businesses that would 
be affected along Spokane Street. This route would also give you more room for future 
expansion without affecting the port.  

Placing the light rail along the Spokane Street, whether it emendate north or emendate south of 
Spokane Street would have a long lasting impact on the port.  

While I understand the cost is one factor that is always looked at in projects of this magnitude, that 
does not always take into account the long-term effects and costs. I truly believe that any added 
obstructions along the Spokane Street / West Seattle Bridge would be short-sighted. The construction 
of this project for the 5-year period would greatly affect the through-put of the trucks for both T-18 and 
T-5, and the infrastructure for all service providers in the area would be impacted. 

I have not seen an estimated life expectancy for this light rail project, but I would suspect that when 
the route is chosen and built it will be there until the mountain takes it out. 100-150 years depending 
on the quality controls that is put in place now to ensure its long use. 
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Subways in use around the world year built: 

Moscow            opening date    1935     84 years old 

Tokyo                opening date    1927     92 years old  

Buenos Aires    opening date    1913   106 years old   

New York City   opening date    1904   115 years old   

Paris                 opening date    1900   119 years old   

Glasgow           opening date    1896   123 years old   

London             opening date    1893   156 years old   

 

As you look over these dates above in some of the greatest cities on the planet, you know that 
those Transit projects have not stayed static since the day they cut the ribbon. They have 
been in an ever- expanding process of improvement. If we can learn from that and allow for 
change and growth long- term for the future users of this light rail, this will provide us with 
flexibility to deal with growth and modernization for decades to come. 

Let’s say our ability to build projects like this has improved over the last 150 years. If so we should be 
able to expect this project will achieve at least 150 years of service, and the cost over that time period 
to have it away for the port and not affecting the port long term would be well worth the investment. 
This would also allow for more flexibility in the expansion in the decades to come that may not even 
be on the radar at this time.  

I have an example of what I would call one of the greatest failures of forethought in our area 
and also one of the greatest achievements at the same time. 

The Washington State Convention Center is one of the best complexes on the west coast, 
providing a great venue for many events as well as many jobs, and it brings in revenue for the 
City in a big way. Since its first event took place in 1988 it has been a huge economic success-
-a major factor in the growth of downtown with many hotels, countless restaurants, and jobs. 

But I have to ask the question: is there anyone involved with this light rail project that does 
not recognize what the impact of that facility has had on transportation since its completion? I 
hate to be someone who looks back and says we could have done something differently, but I 
am not sure how I-5 was over-looked. What would it have taken to marry that economic 
juggernaut and provide a formula for the growth of I-5?  
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You go from 6 north bound lanes to 2 and this is the same for south bound 6 down to 2 lanes. 

In my opinion, short-term goals were all that were being considered. We need to learn from that and 
not make that same mistake with this project.      

Please take your time and let’s make the best long term decision that will provide for the long term 
growth of the Port of Seattle. 

 

Thank you for your consideration of my letter. 

 

 
Al Muehlenbruch  
Business Unit Manager 
PCC Logistics  
3629 Duwamish Ave S. 
Seattle WA, 98134 
Tel: 206-805-0220 
Fax: 206-805-1484 
Cell: 253-606-7037 
Email: al@pcc.cc 
Website: www.pcclogistics.com 
 

mailto:al@pcc.cc
http://www.pcclogistics.com/






























Communication ID: 349298 
 
 
From: Ray-Mont Logistics America 
 
 
Scoping Comment:  

Hello  

I am the General Manager for Ray-Mont Logistics America and we handle freight on about 1000 
containers per month.  We have many customers that are located, or source their product from 
Eastern Washington.  I support the Seattle Public Transit and agree that cars need to be taken of the 
road, but I also am very concerned that the project will have a negative impact on the freight mobility 
from Eastern Washington to the NWSA ports, specifically Harbour Island port locations.  IF the 
construction were to go on for long periods of time our customers WILL find other gateway's to move 
their products and my fear is they will continue to operate in the manner after construction is 
finished.  Ray-Mont supports the Port's and NWSA's request for inclusion of an option that would 
cross Harbor Island on the south tip of Harbor Island.  I feel this would have less impact on the traffic 
moving in and around the port.  

I urge Sound Transit to continue its analysis of these potential impacts in search of engineering or 
other solutions that will not reduce the availability of the truck community to access the ports.  

Kind regards,  

Teri Zimmerman-Reynolds 





Communication ID: 351308 
 
 
From: Duwamish Properties, LLC; Seattle Life Management, LLC, 
 
 
Scoping Comment:  

To whom it may concern:  

Duwamish Properties, LLC owns and leases property on Harbor Island, Terminal 23, to Harley Marine 
Services, Inc.  Seattle Life Management, LLC manages property for Duwamish Properties.  

Thank you for the opportunity to offer comment on the scope of review that will be conducted as part 
of the EIS process for the West Seattle - Ballard Link Light Rail Extension.  Our site is critical to the 
maritime industry as Harley Marine Services, Inc. provides vital maritime transportation services, 
headquartered on Harbor Island along the Duwamish Waterway, just north of Spokane Street.  At this 
location the company employs over 200 mariners and support personnel.  

Impacts to container cargo and other maritime operations on the Duwamish Waterway have long-
lasting economic and quality of life implications. Competition for this cargo remains fierce, and 
shippers see even the possibility of short- and long-term disruption as reason to utilize other 
gateways. These disruptions impact our tenant to both maintain and grow their business and to 
provide the family-wage jobs our region depends on.  

The transit services provided now and in the future by Sound Transit are critical to our ability to move 
goods more efficiently – efficient freight movement depends on an efficient transportation system, 
and we want to partner with you as you move forward.  

As you firm up your plans to extend light rail to West Seattle, please consider:  

The impact of the project on employees entering their facilities on Harbor Island  

The impact of the project on the maritime traffic along the Duwamish Waterway.  

Thank you for your consideration and please let me know if I can be of any assistance.  

Best Regards,  

Mark Stiefel  
President  
Seattle Life Management, LLC  
"A Helping Hand for Family Office, Seniors and Busy People" 





Communication ID: 351535 
 

 

From: Seattle Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce  
 

 

Scoping Comment:  

To Whom It May Concern:  

Please accept these comments regarding the West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions project and the 

topics that will be studied in the Environmental Impact Statement. The well‐planned, efficient 

implementation of Sound Transit 3 projects is a priority for the Seattle Metropolitan Chamber of 

Commerce. Since the extension will have significant impacts on businesses—both during and after 

construction—we urge you to regularly engage with the local business community to promote the 

design of thoughtful, transit‐oriented development. In pursuit of that effort, we urge you to engage 

the BIAs in impacted neighborhoods, specifically the SODO BIA, the Ballard Alliance, and the West 

Seattle Junction.  

The Seattle Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce appreciates the opportunity to comment on the 

West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions. We look forward to continuing to engage in this process.  

Thank you,  

Dominick Martin  

Vice President of External Relations  

http://www.seattlechamber.com/  

dominickm@seattlechamber.com | d: 206‐389‐6396 | c: 206‐920‐0436 
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Vibrant and attractive as a destination

Mixed commercial uses that  
complement existing businesses

Modern industry feeling

Safe environment  
for walking + biking

Benefits the wider community
Higher density for a true TOD

SODO
Tomorrow1
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• 10-min away from downtown
• New Transfer Hub (Elevated / Surface under study)

• Potential for Increased Height / Density to serve the area
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Link Light Rail
Future service: 

Everett–Seattle–West Seattle
Redmond–Seattle–Mariner
Ballard–Seattle–Tacoma
Issaquah–Bellevue–South Kirkland
Tacoma Dome–Tacoma
Community College

In service:
Univ. of Washington–Angle Lake
Tacoma Dome–Theater District

Sounder Commuter Rail
Future service:

DuPont–Lakewood

In service:
North Line (Everett–Seattle)
South Line (Lakewood–Seattle)

Bus
Future service:

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)

In service:
ST Express bus
(service re-evaluated annually)

New station or bus facility
Added parking
Station improvements
Major transfer hub
Existing station or bus facility
Existing parking
Provisional light rail station

SOUND TRANSIT FUTURE SERVICE

Nov. 2017

SODO
Opportunity for a True TOD1

SODOST3 Tracks
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Create a vibrant Transit-Oriented 
Development (TOD) with mixed commercial 
uses that support regional transit plans, 
encourage station area activities in a safe 
environment, promote job growth of the city, 
and provide benefits to the wider community.

2 Project Vision
Transformation into a Destination
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Station Configuration
Options Evaluation3

USPS PARKING SODO TRAIL

PLATFORMPLATFORM

STATIONSTATION

TOD DEVELOPMENTUSPS PARKING PLATFORMPLATFORM PLATFORM SODO TRAIL
ST1ST3

TOD DEVELOPMENTBUS STOP BUS STOP SODO TRAIL
STATION

PLATFORM

USPS PARKING TOD DEVELOPMENT

Current ST Alternatives
Option 2 Option 3Option 1

Full Metro / ST Intermodal PlanOriginal ST Representative Plan
No conflict: S Lander St Overpass

Potentially re-route to 6th Ave S, 
buses share street with cars

No more frontage on S Lander St

Close or re-grade to connect

Through stairs / elevators

Conflict not resolved

Potentially re-route to 6th Ave S, 
buses share street with cars

Potential for activation

No change

No change

No conflict: Tracks elevated

No change

Potential for activation

No change

No change

Desirable Undesirable
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Station Configuration

Current ST3 Representative Project / Intersection3

This visualization is based on limited conceptual design and intended to inform comparison between alternatives. 16

SODO: SODO station
ST3 Representative Project 

N
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Station Configuration
ST3 Alternative Project

USPS PARKING PLATFORMPLATFORM PLATFORM SODO TRAIL
ST1ST3

South Lander Overpass

TOD DEVELOPMENT

3
• Moves E3 to surface streets

• Removes SODO trail bike path

• Restricts ground floor activation

• Difficult intermodal connections

• Overpass is a barrier chopping up neighborhood
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Station Configuration
Proposed Alignment - No Disruption in Link Service

Phase 1

Phase 3

Phase 2
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Bike / Pedestrian Connections

Ground Floor Activation - Convenience Retail
Higher Density for a True TOD

Vibrant and Attractive as a Destination

New Zoning...
Higher Density Through Station Area Overlay4

Convenience Retail

Manufacturing

Office @ 3.0 FAR

Office @ 5-8.0 FAR

STACK   



New Zoning...
Creates Higher Density to Bring Vitality and Safety

Industry City, Brooklyn

4
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McCuLLOUGH HILL LEARY, rs 

Apri12, 2019 

Sound Transit 
1100 2nd Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98101 
Email: wsbscopingcomments@soundtransit.org 

RE: Sound Transit West Seattle Link Extension- Scoping Period 

VIA: Electronic Mail 

Dear Sound Transit Board, Stakeholder Advisory Group, and Elected Leadership Group Members: 

We write on behalf of Two Junctions, LLC ("Two Junctions"), which owns the Oregonian 
apartments in the West Seattle Junction at 4315-4319 SW Oregon Street ("Oregonian"). Two 
Junctions appreciates the opportunity to comment on the West Seattle Link Extension and scoping 
process. As the owner of the Oregonian, which are located in the heart of Alaska Junction, Two 
Junctions is pleased that the core of West Seattle will be served by a broader range of transit options. 

Two Junctions provides the following West Seattle Link Extension scoping comments. Overall, 
Two Junctions favors Alternative 3, as described in the February 201.9 Alternatives Development 
Report, because a tunnel through Alaska Junction would best serve the neighborhood's needs. The 
Report notes at page iii that an elevated track in West Seattle would cause "traffic, transportation 
infrastructure and freight impacts" if located along high-volume arterials, and significant 
"acquisitions and displacements" if located outside the right-of-way. The EIS must thoroughly 
study the: (1) acquisition, displacement; and relocation; (2) land use; (3) economic; (4) social impacts, 
community facilities and neighborhoods; (5) visual and aesthetics; (6) noise and vibration; (7) 
geology and soils; (8) environmental justice; and (9) transportation impacts of all alternatives, with 
special attention focused on the various elevated alternatives. Tunnel options would avoid the 
unsightly bulk and the barriers to mobility that are inherent in an elevated track, station, and 
supporting infrastructure. This must be thoroughly evaluated in the EIS. The presence of this 
infrastructure would also necessarily limit future development capacity in the urban village, 
hitidei:ing its ability to further density goals: .Additionally, both the construction and futtiie 
operations of an elevated system would bring increased noise and emissions to the neighborhood. 

Although Two Junctions believes that a tunnel would best serve the neighborhood's needs, it 
likewise urges Sound Transit to ensure the careful and comprehensive study of the effects of tunnel 
construction and operations on existing buildings and infrastructure. The Oregonian is located on 
the southwest side of the intersection of SW Oregon Stand 44th Ave SW, which the 44th Ave 
tunnel option would pass directly under. Two Junctions would be pleased to see a station open 
nearby and serve the commercial core of the area but cautions that extensive study is needed 
regarding potential seismic hazards associated with tunnel boring, the effects of grading and clearing, 
and any other impacts that are likely to result. The EIS must evaluate for the effects of the tunnel 
on different types of construction -including older buildings like the Oregonian - and identify 
mitigation as appropriate. 

701 Fifth Avenue • Suite 6600 · Seattle, Washington 98104 • 206.812.3388 • Fax 206.812.3389 • www.mhseattle.com 



Of the three underground route and Alaska Junction station options, Two Junctions supports the 
route on 44th Ave SW. Although the 44th Ave location would be closer to the edge of the urban 
village than the 41st or 42nd Ave alternatives, it would be easily accessible both to the residents of 
the rapidly densifying developments in the center of the Alaskan Junction and, crucially, to the 
residents of the less-dense neighborhoods to the west, incentivizing more of the latter group to 
choose transit over driving. Residents who are the same distance from the center of the urban 
village but on the eastern side, by contrast, could easily access the Avalon Station, which will be 
located only a few blocks away. Thus, the 44th Ave location would better distribute transit access 
throughout the neighborhood, encouraging both additional ridership and additional density. 

Again, Two Junctions appreciates the opportunity to provide input on this project. We will look 
forward to Sound Transit's thorough evaluation of the West Seattle Link Alternatives in the EIS. 

st. "'}7j , 
I (fJ~ 



Communication ID: 351302 
 
 
From: Uwajimaya 
 
 
Scoping Comment:  

Dear Ms. Swift,  

This letter is submitted on behalf of Uwajimaya, Inc, a family-owned business with decade-long roots 
in Seattle and specifically, the Chinatown International District. Our flagship store is located at 600 5th 
Ave S and The Publix, our mixed-use apartment and retail building, is located at 504 5th Ave S. We 
appreciate the opportunity to submit input on the scope of the environmental impact study for the 
West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions.  

Additionally, we have signed on and concur with the comments submitted on behalf of the Pioneer 
Square International District Community Preservation & Development Authority (dba Historic South 
Downtown). It is our intention to use this letter to call to attention specific comments of importance 
to Uwajimaya.  

Uwajimaya feels it is very important to continue to study multiple alternatives in the EIS, including the 
4th Ave alignment and the different construction methods. We believe the information present today 
is not complete nor comprehensive enough to responsibly narrow the alternatives and understand 
their potential impact to our neighborhood and community. We understand that a comprehensive 
study relies on the work and cooperation of other agencies, but that there is adequate time to do it 
“right.”  

The project, no matter the option chosen, will have significant impacts to the businesses in the area 
and not just those that are displaced, but also to those that will continue to operate throughout the 
construction. Recent projects, such as the 1st Ave street work and the street car construction have 
demonstrated that businesses will suffer even if there are access and sign mitigation. Visual barriers 
like construction fences, road and sidewalk closures and construction noise deters customers away 
from the businesses, continuing for years past when construction is complete.  We would like to 
understand what type of mitigation will be provided to these businesses? Will there be mitigation 
plans presented and will adjustments be made during the process if the actual outcomes are 
different?  

Lastly, we encourage Sound Transit to plan for the next hundred years and not compromise the long 
term benefits for short term victories. We have called Chinatown International District our home for 
over 70 years and want it to thrive and continue for the future generations to come.  

Sincerely,  

Denise Moriguchi                             Ken Louie                                            Miye Moriguchi                                                 

President & CEO                               VP of Real Estate                              Development Manager  

Uwajimaya, Inc                                 Uwajimaya, Inc                                 Uwajimaya, Inc 





 

 

Tuesday, April 2nd, 2019 

 

 

West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions  

c/o Lauren Swift  

Sound Transit  

401 S. Jackson St.  

Seattle, WA 98104  

 

 

Dear Ms. Swift:  

 

Thank you for providing an opportunity for businesses, citizens, and the public at 

large to share thoughts and comments on the scope of the Environmental Impact 

Statement (EIS) analysis for the proposed West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions. We 

appreciate Sound Transit and the Elected Leadership Group’s demonstrated dedication 

to providing the public ample opportunity to be a part of the dialogue and decision-

making for a project that will revolutionize this beautiful city and region and how we 

travel within it. 

 

Thank you, too, for taking the time to consider the specific concerns of The Vera 

Project (VERA) and our fellow Seattle Center resident organizations, all of which help to 

make up the cultural fabric of not only the Uptown/Lower Queen Anne neighborhood, 

but the City of Seattle at large. The Vera Project is acutely aware that the ST3 light rail 

expansion has the potential to provide enormous benefit to the city, neighborhood, 

Seattle Center campus, and our own programming, and we are dedicated to working 

collaboratively to ensure that this project equitably serves our shared community.   

 

First off, we’d like to contextualize VERA’s positioning in our region’s music & 

arts community. Rooted in grassroots activism and community organizing, The Vera 

Project was founded in 2001 as a solution to Seattle’s Teen Dance Ordinance and the 

associated inaccessibility of live music and arts education programming for young people. 

Since then, we have become a nationwide model for accessible live music opportunities 

and arts-based education for all. We currently help to build a competent, professional, 

and enthusiastic workforce for Seattle’s music, art, and event-production industries, 

while simultaneously creating space for emerging and established musicians and artists 



 

 

in our 350-person capacity showroom and 75-person capacity gallery stage.  Altogether, 

The Vera Project draws over 13,000 attendees to our Seattle Center home each year by 

hosting over 175 annual concerts, weekly classes, and ongoing youth leadership 

opportunities. Our events are unique in that they are always all-ages, alcohol-free, and in 

a safe space designed for young people that participate in music and arts activities that 

cannot be replicated anywhere else in the City.  

 

The Vera Project’s mission is to fuel personal and community transformation 

through collaborative, youth-driven engagement in music and art. We do that in three 

ways: education and experiential learning via workshops and classes, accessible 

presentation of visual arts and live music opportunities, and community participation in 

the form of volunteering, membership, and committees. Within our visual arts programs, 

our community gallery hosts 10 art shows a year and our screen printing studio provides 

community members an affordable and accessible space to create year-round. To 

complement our live sound offerings, we also have a recording studio and host a 

minimum of 48 audio engineering classes, 36 screen printing workshops, and 6 five-week 

DJ classes annually. This is all in addition to the 175 all ages concerts a year in our safe 

space with up to 16 volunteer opportunities per show. We onboard new volunteers 

several times a month, and offer volunteers the opportunity to participate in our unique 

member-led governance structure, which is comprised of five programmatic committees 

that meet monthly to keep us accountable, responsive, and relevant. 

 

Though we are, and will always be, a welcoming space for attendees of all ages, 

we have a special focus on the young people ages 14-24 (who make up over 60% of our 

audience) and other marginalized voices. All programming at The Vera Project is directly 

guided by the communities we serve, and it is with these communities, voices, and 

constituencies in mind we are writing to inform the EIS analysis. 

 

The Vera Project strongly supports the plan to extend light rail service and are 

thrilled to welcome Link Light Rail to Uptown/Lower Queen Anne and to the Seattle 

Center campus. We are privileged to be part of a strong arts and culture campus that is 

centrally located and already welcomes millions of visitors annually. Transportation 

infrastructure like this contributes to a truly equitable region, and is a game-changer for 

those who struggle getting downtown and have to pay exorbitant amounts for parking.  

 



 

 

The Vera Project has no strong preference between the two proposed station 

alternatives. Both Republican Street and Mercer Street have their pros and cons. For 

Republican Street, we are worried the construction impact and operational underground 

light rail system, with all of its noise and vibrations, will make it nearly impossible to 

provide our consistent and critical all-ages music and arts programming. However, we 

love the fact that the station’s proximity to our facilities would increase foot traffic and 

play a critical role in improving accessibility and enriching the Seattle Center.  The Mercer 

Street station gives us considerably less pause in terms of construction and negative 

impact to our programming, but we also acknowledge the potential lost opportunity to 

welcome visitors directly into Seattle Center and our facilities.   

  

 Even though we are at a minimum of seven years out from construction of this 

project, VERA remains concerned that construction activities will make it difficult for 

visitors and patrons to attend shows, events, classes, and other gatherings at our 

space, and that the noise and vibrations during construction and operation of the ST3 

expansion will adversely affect all of our programming. Additionally, impacts on 

transportation to and parking in our neighborhood during construction will decrease 

attendance for these programs as well as our all-ages concerts. VERA is the only all-ages 

venue of its kind in the City of Seattle and the importance of this safe space for the our 

City’s youth cannot be overstated.  

 

Moreover, The Vera Project is troubled that the ST3 project and its attending 

construction activities will prohibit our organization from expanding our programming to 

meet the needs of our community, innovate and expand upon our existing models of 

creative workforce development, provide out-of-school “alternative” arts education, and 

serve as a source of youth empowerment via intergenerational, cooperative leadership.  

 

The Vera Project is a unique organization unlike any other within the City of 

Seattle, serving otherwise unrepresented communities and citizens. We hope you 

understand and appreciate the critical need for VERA to maintain programming during 

construction activities and the future operation of the regional transit project.  Again, we 

are deeply committed to lending an active, productive voice to this process and working 

collaboratively to ensure the success of the ST3 project at the Seattle Center for all 

involved parties and the Greater Seattle Community.   

 



 

 

 Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on the scope of the EIS analysis. 

We look forward to collaborating on this project, and would love to be able to host 

community comment, feedback, and listening sessions for the Uptown/Lower Queen 

Anne/Seattle Center communities through the planning, construction, and operation of 

the ST3 project over the next decade. 

 

Truly & Sincerely,  

 

 

 

 

  

 

Ashraf Hasham,     Ricky Graboski,  

Executive Director     Development & Advocacy Director 

 

 

 



Communication ID: 349370 
 
 
From: Washington State Potato Commission 
 
 
Scoping Comment:  

We support public transit as it provides safe, reliable transportation for Washingtonians.  We do have 
concerns about the location of the light rail crossing of the Duwamish River, particularly north of the 
Spokane St Bridge on Harbor Island. This crossing has the potential to negatively impact access to 
Northwest Seaport Alliance (NWSA) facilities. We support the NWSA's request for inclusion of an 
option that would cross Harbor Island on the south tip of the Island.  We need safe and efficient 
access for trucks from Eastern WA to the Port of Seattle. Roughly 70% of our 10-billio-pound 
harvested crop is exported as frozen french fries, dehydrated potatoes, or fresh potatoes to be 
consumed as snack food (potato chips) or table stock. Fluid transportation to the port is vital to our 
family farms. Construction projects like this can negatively impact the ability of farms and ag shippers 
to access the port and reach their key export markets. We urge Sound Transit to continue its analysis 
of these potential impacts in search of engineering or other solutions that avoid, eliminate or reduce 
them, including alternative routing that minimizes any impact to access by trucks.  

The Washington State Potato Commission  

 













From: Russell Shrewsbury <russ@westerntowboat.com> 
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2019 7:33 AM 
To: WSB Scoping Comments 
Cc: Charlie Costanzo 
Subject: Ballard Link comments 
 
On behalf of Western Towboat Co. we have a few concerns on the placement and types 
of bridges that are being considered for the project. As a company Western Towboat 
operates 22 tugboats of various size capacities in and around the PNW. Our shipyard 
and home port is in the ship canal 617 NW 40th Street Seattle, WA 98107 -located 
between Fremont and Ballard bridges on the north side of the waterway. We are 
involved daily in towing operations on the Ship canal using the Ballard bridge for 
opening constantly for tows of barges up to 300' feet and many fish-boats greater than 
300' that call Lake Union home or call on the local Shipyards. To put a fixed bridge with a 
higher opening than Ballard bridge is not going to be conducive for safe navigation in 
our opinion. The challenges another bridge abutment will make to the waterway for 
safe navigation as well as the opening requirements we will need to transit 2 bridges 
while relying on the bridge operations to open upon our approach create significant 
safety concerns for us. We would ultimately like to see a tunnel option used by sound 
transit as it would not disrupt our operations and keep the waterway as it is now 
without further constraints to navigational safety. Our other question would be there is 
talk of replacing the Ballard bridge sooner than later due to its age, we think it would be 
beneficial to look at the opportunity for Sound Transit to work with the city and share 
the cost of a tunnel project for both the entities to help sold the traffic congestion 
caused by bridge openings if it was possible. As far as the the West Seattle bridge 
selection goes Western Towboat does not have any immediate concerns as long as the 
bridge remains in the same height as the upper Spokane street bridge and the bridge 
support structure does not impede the Duwamish River waterway any further. 
 

 
--  

          
  Russell Shrewsbury  
  VP / Western Towboat Co. 
  C: 206/571/3449 
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719 South King Street, Seattle, WA  98104 | Phone: 206.623.5124 | Fax: 206.623.4559 | www.wingluke.org 
 

March 28, 2019 

 

Submitted via email to: WSBscopingcomments@soundtransit.org 

 

West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions, c/o Lauren Swift 

Sound Transit 

401 South Jackson Street 

Seattle, WA 98104 

 

Re: Scope of the EIS for West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions Project 

 

Dear Ms. Swift: 

 

The Wing Luke Museum of the Asian Pacific American Experience (The Wing) has been a 

community cultural anchor in the Chinatown-International District (CID) for over 50 years. 

Locally, neighborhood stakeholders have identified us as a sacred space; we are one of the 

largest economic drivers in the neighborhood (second only to Uwajimaya); and we continue to 

be a cultural asset that is led and stewarded by the community. Regionally, we are a destination 

place for Asian Pacific Americans who want to stay connected to their roots and for residents 

from other ethnic backgrounds who want to learn more about the APA communities that have 

enriched our City and region for over 100 years. Nationally, we are a recognized, one-of-a-kind 

cultural leader – the only pan-Asian Pacific American museum in the country, a Smithsonian 

Institution affiliate and an Affiliated Area of the National Park Service. 

 

Our visitor experience and our Museum’s viability rely upon the cultural integrity, authenticity 

and vitality of the CID. Indeed, the neighborhood is our largest exhibit. We have a growing 

neighborhood tours program that directly partners with over 50 small businesses in our area. Our 

2016 visitor survey indicates that 84% of our visitors are coming to The Wing for the first time. 

Half of our guests have never visited the CID before, and when they visit The Wing 75% also 

visit a neighborhood business.  

 

With this interdependent relationship between us and the CID, we are greatly invested in the 

potential impacts and opportunities of the CID station associated with the Sound Transit West 

Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions project. Decisions related to the station location and type of 

construction must take into account and prioritize the impact on the cultural integrity of the CID. 

Our neighborhood already is facing unprecedented displacement pressures, and the 

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) must take into account the heightened risk of 

displacement and gentrification that often comes with new transportation developments and 

station locations. When our community invested $24 million to rehabilitate our 100-year-old 

historic building and create a new home for our Museum, we meant it to be our forever home. 

We urge you to consider the EIS with this same perspective in mind – decisions made today will 

have impacts for generations to come.   
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In this light, we are incumbent to be thorough in evaluating multiple options through the EIS 

process. We urge you to continue to study the Fourth Avenue alignment options. A multiplicity 

of variables in the EIS itself also must be evaluated, encompassing the community as a whole 

and evaluating along racial, social, economic and environmental factors. 

 

The CID has been at the epicenter of public works projects time after time after time. The 2nd 

Avenue Extension cut through the heart of the earlier Chinatown; the I-5 freeway cut our 

neighborhood in two; the many sports stadiums continue to impact our community events, 

programs and business life throughout the year; and the First Hill streetcar and spur line  resulted 

in approximately 1/3 business loss during its lengthy construction. The CID, its residents, 

businesses and community organizations have bore the brunt of each project again and again. 

Now we ask you to take to heart what decades of experience has taught us – centering people, 

valuing what makes us special and distinct, taking care to evaluate many options on multiple 

factors in complex situations, and taking the advantage of making investments to have greater 

impact when opportunities arise is the route to creating a region that is welcoming, accessible, 

culturally rich, visionary and inspiring. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Beth Takekawa 

Executive Director 
 



Communication ID: 350717 
 
 
From: Young Corporation 
 
 
Scoping Comment:  

Young Corporation owns a steel foundry at 3444 13th Ave. SW on Harbor Island.  We are a small 
manufacturing business based in Seattle for over 100 years.  

WE STRONGLY OBJECT TO SOUND TRANSIT'S ROUTING ALTERNATIVE NORTH OF THE HI-LEVEL BRIDGE 
TO WEST SEATTLE.  We prefer the routing alternative south of the existing bridge.  

At risk if the north alternative is selected:  35 factory jobs at our foundry if we are forced to move.  
There is highly specialized equipment and power requirements, along with zoning, that make our 
location unique and impossible to replicate in any surrounding area, let alone in the city.  
Furthermore, even if the span does not impact our property, 2000 degree steel melted directly under 
Sound Transit's span makes no safety sense.  Lastly, the economic impact of Sound Transit paying for 
a move of our facility and equipment, which will be required if we are condemned, will far outweigh 
any land value.  

We strongly urge the alternative routing Sound Transit's new span to West Seattle south of the 
existing bridge.  

Thank you,  

Mark Lindberg  
President  
Young Corporation 
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